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· Knights. show Tribe who's boss
•

•
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Michael Pohl/CENTRAL FLORiDA FUTURE

Doug Schoen (59) and Wille English (34) celebrate after defeating William & Mary in the quarter
finals of the Division 1-AA playoffs. The Knights beat the Tribe Saturday at the Citrus Bowl, 52-38.

•

Senate candidates tie
Recount of votes reveals Mann did not beat Dietiker
by Tom Kopacz
STAFF REPORTER

•

•

•

•

up eight of Rakel's 16 incompletions.
Ray Irvin and JimCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
mie Roberts led the Knights
UCF supported its claim to with two deflections each.
The Knights also put strong
be a top team in Division I-AA
by defeating William & Mary pressure on Hakel. Bob Spit52-38 Saturday afternoon at ulski had two quarterback
the Citrus Bowl before 20,067 sacks and Bill Stewart added
fans.
one .
The Knights gained sea"He's a good quarterback,"
son high of 578 yards in of- Spitulski said. ''You can't take
fense, including a season high that away from him. My plan
300 yards passing. Before the going in was to rattle him."
game, UCF Coach Gene
Hakel completed 14-of-30
McDowell said UCF's offense for 273-yards but was only 5would have to keep up with of-13 in the second quarter .
that of the Tribe.
UCF wide receiver Sean
William & Mary came into Beckton once again found
thegameaveraging498.8total multiple ways to get the ball
offensive yards to lead all I-AA . into the end zone.
teams. With a strong effort in
He was on the receiving end
the second half, UCF's defense of 67-yard and a 23-yard
held the Tribe to 452 yards~
touchdown passes. He also
"Endurance and toughness tossed a 76-yard pass to
is what we talked about with · Shawn Jefferson, giving the
the defense," McDowell said. - Knights a 21-14 lead in the
"Our defense made adjust- first qua~er.
ments on almost every play."
The Knights' defense broke
see PLAYOFFS page 18

by D. Scott Hoilman

One vote could have made all the difference
in the race for Arts and Sciences seat 8 in last
week's student senate election.
Candidates David Mann and Melissa Dietiker each received 1 72 votes.
When Student Government officials originally announced the election results late Wednesday, Mann had beaten Dietiker, 173-172.
Mann beat Dietiker on the main campus,
170-166. However, Dietiker received three
votes at both the Brevard and Daytona campuses.
Mann also received three votes from Daytona, but none from Brevard. No Arts and Sciences ballots were cast at South Orlando.
However, a recount requested by Dietiker
Thursday showed that Mann received 169
votes on the main campus, putting the two
candidates in a dead heat.
At Mann's request, another recount was

held Thursday afternoon.
It confirmed the tie.
Mann said he was not happy with having a
runoff election during the last week of the fall
semester.
Noting that many professors schedule finals
during this week, he said, "It's unfair to us [him
and Dietiker] and it's unfair to the students."
Lee Tubbs, vice president of Student Affairs,
said the runoff could not be postponed until the
spring term.
·
"We agreed to end the runoffs by the first
week of December," he said.
Tubbs ordered the re-elections after three
appeals of the first senate elections, held Sept.
1 7-19, uncovered numerous violations of SG
election statutes.
Friday .afternoon Mann proposed a coin toss,
and agreed to concede the election ifhe lost the
coin toss. Dietiker had not responded by press
time, and could not be reached for comment
see SENATE page 5

Altman gets into honor· society
by Sheila Howard
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

A national leadership and
scholarship honor society inducted UCF President Steven
Altman Nov. 30.
"Dr. Altman is being recognized for his leadership ability
and community involvement,"
said Larry Rumbaugh, president of Omicron Delta Kappa.
"Students who meet the criteria for ~embership may
apply to ODK, but faculty and
administrators must be nominated by a current ODK member," said Louise Friderici,
ODK adviser and director of
Handicapped Student Services.

"We nominated Dr. Altman of their students," Rumbaugh
because he is in a leadership said.
"They were also recognized NAME THAT TUNE
position and is doing an outstanding job," Friderici said. for their research projects and Marshall Manche, a biology education major, practices his
''Th~t is the kind of person we community involvement," he classical guitar on the Green between classes.
want to have in ODK"
· said.
Members say the organizaLast year, student members
nominated three faculty tion prides itself on awarding
members from the Biological recognition to outstanding
Sciences Department.
members of UCF faculty, as
Professors
Michael well as students whose GPAs
Sweeney, David Vickers and rank in the top 35 percent in
Robert Gennary were inducted their college.
to ODK during the 1989-90
ODK Vice President Jim
school year, according to Rum- Hobart and Ross Wolf, ODK
baugh.
member, presented Altman
"Student members who had with a black and gold medalclasses with these professors lion with the society's emblem
knew that they were really Nov. 6.
.
good instructors who took an
The formal initiation cereactive interest in the progress mony was held Nov. 30.
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Attention Clubs

'a

··.ARTS & SCIENCES SE!.\.T~_#8· -

~rganizations:

•

David Mann .- ·.
-Melissa Dietiker .

Pick up your . Cf)
· Activity & Service .
-Fee request packets
for the 1991 - 1992 ·
school year in
Student
Government ..

iif

Don't Forget to Vote. All you need is a
Student I.D. !!

Election Times:

Any questions call Student
Government at UCF-2191.

~~
rsn-

Where: · ·

•

•

MUrtry... ~-

1i

On the Green next to the
Health and Physics Building
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GET OUT AND VOTE !! ! .
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BOOKSTORE
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.BUY-BACK

•

SELL YOUR TEXTBOOKS

•

BACK TO THE BOOKS.TORE.

·S-tre"tCh .Your Dollar...
DECEMBER 3rd-4th ..... ............................... 8:30am-7:00pi:n
DECEMBER 5th-7th ............................ ~ ....... 8:30am-5:00pm
DECEM~ER 10th-13th .................... ~ ........... 8: 30am-7 :OOpm
DECEMBER 14th ........................................ 7:00am-5:00pm
.
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SG ·alloCates funds for
rugby, ~EPS, radio club

•

by Tom Kopacz
STAFF REPORTER

•

The new student senate on Thursday afternoon unanimously passed
three bills allocating money to the
Rugby Club, Student Escort Patrol
Service and Amateur Radio Club.
The three bills were passed though
many of the senators were not present
to be sworn in. One seat will not be
filled until this week's runoff election is
finished .
The three bills passed after Sen.
David Carls moved them from first
reading to second reading without objection.
Bills on first reading usually have
not go~e through committee hearings.
After a bill has been reviewed by one

•

•

I

of the senate's committees, it is brought
before the senate on second reading.
The Rugby Club bill (23-01) allocated $900 to pay national dues to the
Rugby Union.
Unless the Rugby Club joins the
union, it cannot compete iri the upcoming national championships.
The club has already. won the state
and southeast regional championships.
Bill 23-02 allocates $300 to buy
SEPS 15 yellow all-weather jackets.
The radio club bill (23-03) allocates
$587 to that club for four lightning
arresters, an antenna rotor and a telephone connection.
Student body President Jeff Laing

see NEW BILLS page 6

Michael PohlCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Ca.r ·crimes high· last mont h

GIVE A HOOT
•

Beth Milloy, a senior majoring in communications, takes the initiative to use the
recycling bins recently placed adjacent to the Commons.

proportions.
The door locks on many cars were
punched out with a tool; therefore, the
In November, 15 cars were burglar- crimes seem to have been committed by
ized or vandalized in UCF parking lots. the same person or group of people,
Between Nov. 9 and Nov. 14, six McClendon said.
Police said they ·
cars were damaged and
burglarized.
think the vandals are
Since then, 10 cars "Someone is Christjuveniles because the
were burglarized of mas shopping in our
break-ins were done
sloppily,
about $4,200 in eleccausing
tronic equipment, in- parking lots."
extensive damage to
cluding stereos, comvehicles. In some .
pact disc players,
cases, the vandals
speakers, radar detec- ·
·Sgt. Sandra McClendon tried to break into the
tors and amplifiers.
UCF crime prevention cars, but apparently
"Someone is Christofficer could not.
mas shopping in our
All the crimes were
parking lots,'" said
committed in daylight.
UCF's Crime Prevention Officer, Sgt.
"It's hard to believe nobody saw
Sandra McClendon.
anything," McClendon said.
McClendon feels the amount of
see CRIME page 7
crime in the lots has reached epidemic

by Mary Watkins

S"fAFF REPORTER

•

• USSR/USA MEETING

The
Soviet-American
Friendship Society will meet
.at 7:30 p.m. Dec. 6 in a third
floor meeting room at the
Orlando Public Library, 101 E.
Central Blvd.
Dr. Shelby F. Morrison, a
psychologist with Orange
County Public Schools who
returned recently from a twoweek tour of the USSR, will be
the guest speaker.
For more information, call
LeRoy Fisher at 425-2106.
• FILM MEETING

The UCF Cinematography
Association will meet at 6 :30
p.m. Dec. 6 in PC3-201. There
will be a screening of student
films. Anyone who had headshots taken at the Talent
Round-Up can pick up their
pictures at the meeting.
The meeting is open to everyone. Call Connie at658-4502
for information.
• AASU HOLIDAY

•

the celebrants announce the
principles and expound on
their meaning and value.
UCF celebrates Kwanzaa at
noon Dec. 5 in the President's
Board Room.
• CLOTHES DRIVE

· Delta Sigma Theta Sorority
Inc. is sponsoring a campus
clothes drive Dec. 3 to Dec. ·7,.
Boxes are placed around campus and at the Collegiate Village Inn. DST is asking you to
show your holiday giving spirit
and discard·of unwanted clothing. The clothes will be delivered to Mount Sinai Seventh
Adventist Chµrch to be distributed to Orlando's homeless.
• 0' CHRISTMAS TREE

The Longwood Optimist
Club will be selling Christmas
trees Dec. 1 through Dec. 23 at
State Route 434 and SR 427
next to Saddle Up. All proceeds
will go to local Youth Enrichment Programs.

· The African-American Student Union will celebrate • MADD CONTEST
The Central Florida ChapKwanzaa, an African-American holiday celebrated from ter of Mothers Against Drunk
Dec. 26 to Jan. 1. Kwanzaa Drivingis sponsoring a poster/
means "First Fruit" and was essay contest for students in
originated in 1966 by Dr. Ron grades 1through12 in Orange,
Malaunga Karenga, a leading Osceola or Seminole counties.
theorist of the black national- Thethemeis"DrivingStraight
Into the '90s."
ist movement in the 1960s.
Students may enter the
Kwanzaa is based on seven
principles, or rules, called contest sponsored by their
·Nguzo Saba, which benefits teacher, school, group leader
the family, the.community and or parent. Certain restrictions
mankind. During Kwanzaa, a apply; for a complete list of
candle is lighted each day as rules, requirements, deadlines

or for more information, call
422-MADD.

Fine Arts Room 451, the Florida Review office.

• ARTISTS WANTED

• SAFETY CLASS

The Artist's League of Orange County is looking for new
members. The December
meeting of the group will be at
2 p.m. Dec. 8 at the Junior
Achievement Building in Loch
Haven Park.
A "Members Show" will
take place at this meeting and
all are encouraged to bring
along one or two of their current works for display. A ''best
of show" will be awarded. Call
240-2802 for information.

The Central Florida Chapter of the American Red Cross
and· the City of Orlando Recreation Department will .hold
an Emergency Water Safety
course from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Dec. 15 at Wadeview Park
Pool.
The course informs participants about the potential hazards of water activities, shows
how to _prevent emergencies
and teaches how to perform
specific rescue techniques if an
emergency occurs. Course participants should be able to
swim at the intermediate
level. This course meets the
prerequisite for the Water
Safety Instructor course.
To register, call American
Red Cross Health Services at
894-4141 .

• STORY CONTEST

The Florida Review has
been awarded a grant from the
Florida Endowment for the
Humanities and Fine Arts.
The grant will be us~d to fund ·
a short story competition in
the double issue that will be
published in July 1991. A
single prize will be awarded to
the short story chosen ''best of
issue" by an independent
judge.
The Florida Review is a
nationally respected literary
· magazineandhasbeenfavorably reviewed twice in the last
three years in the Literary
Magazine Review. It was also
chosen to represent Florida in
a ,Promotion of small press
journals at the recent Hemingway Days Festival in Key
West.
ThemostrecentissueofThe
Florida Review is · currently
available in»Humanities and·
.
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• B·BALL CONTESTS

Orlando's Downtown Recreation Complex will conduct a
free 3-on-3 Christmas shootout, a 3-point shootout and a
slam dunk contest Dec.15.·For
further information, contact
Larry McCalley at 246-2288.
• SELF·HELP TOPICS

Florida Hospital is sponsoring several health programs
over the next few weeks.
• "Mutual Self-Help" -is the
focus of the next "Diabetes
Outreach" meeting at 7:30
p. m. Dec. 6 in Room 239 of the
Florida Medical· Plaza, .2501
I

~

•

.

'

.

-

N. Orange Ave., Orlando.
Diabetes Outreach is a support group sponsored by Florida Hospital in cooperation
with the Central Florida Diabetes Foundation.
The Florida Hospital Diabetes Program is one of four programs in Florida recognized by
the American Diabetes Association for state-of-the-art
educational programming.
For more information about
Diabetes Outreach, call Beth
Kraas at 897-1822 or 8988335.
• "Healthy Eating cm the
Holidays" i.s the topic of the
next "Lunchtime Program for
Women" at noon Dec. 6 in the
Conference Center at Florida
Hospital Apopka, 201 N. Park
Ave., Apopka. Dietician Tracy
McRee, R.D., L.D., will be the
guest speaker.
The Lunchtime Program for
Women is a free community
service of the Center for
Women's Medicine at Florida
Hospital. Bring your lunch
and a friend; dessert and a beverage will be provided. For
more information or to register, call 889-1018.
• "Living With Endometriosis" is the Lunchtime Program For Women topic at noon
Dec. 14. It will be held in the
Chatlos Conference Center at
Florida Hospital Altamonte,
601 E. .Altamonte Drive in
Altamonte Springs.
OB/GYN Monica Reed,
M.D., will be the guest
speaker. To register, call 7672218.

..
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UCF looks at issues
about black Greeks
by Troy A. Pierce
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

A group of eight black Greek-letter
organizations on campus, the "Fabulous Eight," are striving to return to
what originally brought them together-the need for social support and
the need for social change.
On Nov. 28, UCF students and facul ty had the opportunity to witness the
video conference "Black Fraternities &
Sororities: A Glorious Past, The Road
Ahead," broadcast by Black Issues In
Higher Education.
The program was transmitted live
via satellite from the Black EntertainmentStudiosin Washington, D.C., and
could be seen at UCF from 1-3 p.m. in
the Wild Pizza.
''The program was excellent. However, there could have been more questions concerning blacks on white campuses," said Christopher McCray,
UCF's director of Housing and Residence Life and adviser to many of the
black Greek organizations on campus.
McCray said this issue is very important at UCFbecause less than 5 percent of UCF's student population is
black, and only 39 of those students are
members of the campus' predominantly black fraternities and sororities.
The two panels in the teleconference
consisted of national leaders from the
eight major black Greek-letter organi-

Denoy DeBoerCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

MR. FIX-ITS

Cecil Canada, a UCF audio-visual technician, and Jim McCulley, a broadcast
technologist, repair a broken beta video player.

•

zations, black Greek student members
and representatives from the educational community
Also, the audience could ask questions and comment. People viewing the
program could call in toll free and participate.
The topics discussed ranged from
internal elitism within the individual
fraternities and sororities to administrative naivete about black students'
needs on predominantly white campuses.
Yolanda Walton, the only active
member and president of UCF's chapter of Zeta Phi Beta sorority, said, "The
black fraternities and sororities have
suffered because of the lack of minority
students on campus."
"UCF needs to promote itself to the
black community," Walton said . . "I
went to Jones High School and I was
the only student from my graduating
class to-come to UCF."
''The time when UCF took the dona~ ti on from that discriminatory group ...
that .really hurt UCF's reputation in
the black community," she said, probably referring to the donation UCF
President Steven Altman accepted
from the University Cl11b in April: She
said the club discriminates.
Ronald Brown, president of the UCF
National Pan-Hellenic Council, a black
Greeks overseeing organization, said,

•

see GREEKS page 6
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Coin Laundry Specials
For All UCF
Students, Faculty, & Staff

The popular HP 285 - the
perfect choice for students
taking college algebra and
calculus.
·

HP's quantum leap
into the 21st century.
Move 10 years
nhead of the
class with the

•
' Thi s offer is good on purchases made
be twee n Au gust 15, 1990 and
October 15, 1990. Ask for HP's
"Limited time only" coupon.

Good on
Wednesdays
only
(must show
UCFl.D.)
Expires 1/6/91

Limit 3 Cups

FREE WASH
One Single

Was~~~Free

I

I
I
I of Equal Value I
One coupon per visit; I
I (must show
I UCF l.D.)
I
I
I Expires 1/6191

r One Paid Washer

Good on
Wednesdays
only
(must show
UCF l.D.)
Expires 1/6191

HEW.LETT

~/:..I PACKARD

,L--------------~----~

•

·

Orlando, FL 32803

'O

COMICS

FREE

I

WASH

•

•

•

•

PAINTBALL
SUPPLIES
ROLE .P LAYING.
GAMES
IN THE UC6 PLAZA
ACROSS FBOM UCF

I TRIPLE LOAD I
DRY
I
WASH
I
FOLD
I 30LB. Capacity I 51bs. FREE
I Buy one Triple Load I With 151bs.
Get one Free
I One Coupon per Visit I One coupon
or more
..
per v1s1t
I
.,(must show
(must show
I - Expires1/6/91
U~F l.D.)
I
UCF l.D.)
Expires 1/6/91

•
•

(407)823-7246
82-DRAGN

ON~FREE ~rl $1.00VALU;-TI -;RE~OA;--i,-$2.SOVALU;I $3.00~ALUE
I
I

F/,iJI

•

INTERNATIONAL
~ . Calculator & Computer ~'b'~
2916 Corrine .Drive
~<t,-~

Conveniently located at University Park Plaza
Semoran & University Blvd.
(Waccamaw ·& Steinmart Center)

COCA-COLA

•

Come try it today.

We also stock all other Hewlett Packard calculators,
supplies & accessories as well as Hewlett Packard
·
laser toner cartridges.

679-5288

•

•

HP calculators Ute best for your success

T.V. Lounge

I
I
I
I

new HP 48SX

Come try
it today.

FAMILY COIN LAUNDRY CENTER
Large, Clean, Cool, & Comfortable
Many Washers & Dryers

I

CARING FRIENDS
PREGNANCY COUNSELING
1771 N. Semoran Blvd.• Orlando, FL 32807
(licensed by the State of Florida)
Free Pregnancy Tests,
Counseling,
Adoption, if desired.
COMPLETELY CONFIDENTIAL
Donna Littlefield, R.N.

•
•

(407) 658-1818

•
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SENATE
•FROM PAGE 1
Sunday afternoon.
If Dietiker does not
agree to the coin toss, the
runoff election will go
• ahead as scheduled.
The Mann-Dietiker
race was not the only
senate race in which the
• three area -campuses
played a role.
Both winners in the
• Liberal Studies races
needed area campus
votes to win.
In the race for seat 2,
• Staci Price overcame a

four-vote main campus
disadvantage to defeat
Mark Deutsch, 45-40.
Price received nine
votes from the Brevard
campus and six from
Daytona. Deutsch got
one vote from South
Orlando and Brevard
and four votes from Daytona.
Bobby Luthra beat
Robert Morris for seat 2,
52-41, despite the fact
that Morris won the
main campus by 10
votes.
Luthra picked up 26
votes from the area campuses, matching t}fe
number he got at the

main campus. Morris
received five votes from
Daytona.
One candidate who
did not have to worry
about an area campus
upset was Paul Alphonse, who won the
main campus at-large
seat.
The SG Election
Commission declared
Alphonse the winner after his opponent, Ed
Vaccaro, dropped out
Wednesday afternoon.
Vaccaro said Sunday
he applied for the open
seat in the College of
Engineering after the
first election.

'

•

II

•

Experi~nced

PIJotographer Needed

Do you want real life experience?
Or real deadlines and true responsibilities?
If you do, then call The Central Florida Future's Photo Department at
.
823-2601.

-

.

Blow Off Some Steam!
THE RAINFOREST COMMITTEE
THANKS ALL
BANDS, STUDENTS, FRIENDS, STUDENT
GOVERNMENT FOR A GREAT CONCERT!!
SEE YOU EARTHDAY '91

Write a Letter to the E;ditor:
Jocelyn Jepson, Opinion Editor
The Central Florida Future
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, FL 32816

We are on a mission unprecedented
in medical history.
·we ar2bringing19 teams of
scientists from around the world
together in one place_. for one purpose.
To find a .permanent cure for diabetes.
For all of mankind.
And for your family too.
Together, we can outlive diabetes.

Join us on ow· mission.
SOPHOMORES I JUNIO.RS
COMPETITION IS UNDER WAY FOR FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE. EARN MORE THAN $1100 A MONTH WHILE
COMPLETING YOUR BACCALAUREATE DEGREE
REQllREMENTS. YOU MUST.HAVE A 3.0 GPA (WILL
CONSIDER 2.8 IN SOME MAJORS) TO SEE IF YOU
QUALIFY FOR THE NAVY BACCALAUREATE DEGREE
COMPLETION PROGRAM (BDCP), CALL
1-800-342-8123
· FINANCIAL AID FOR EXCEPTIONAL
COLLEGE STUDENTS .

ACROSS FROM UCF
SPECIAL

JUNIOR/STUDENTS CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS, MATH AND ENG.1NEERING MAJORS EARN OVER $1,200 PER MONTH DURING
THE LAST 24 MONTHS OF YOUR COLLEG.E EDUCATION AS
PART OF THE NAVY"S NUCLEAR POWER OFFICER TRAINING
PROGRAM. EXCELLENT GRADES A PREREQUISITE (MINIMUM
3.0 GPA FOR SENIORS, 3.3 GPA FOR JUNIORS). FOR DETAILS
1-800-342-8123

(Coupon Necessary)

r--------------I- --------------L .
,---------------1
1
I

2 Jumbo 18" PIZZAS W/ UP TO 6
Items $10.99

Expires 12/15/90

1·

381-0577

2 large14" pizzas W/ UP TO
6 ITEMS -$7 .99 Expires 12/15/90

2 Small 10" Pizzas w/ UP TO 6 Items
$5.99

EARN A DEGREE WHILE EARNING A LIVING
IF YOU HAVE COMPLETED 60 SEMESTER HOURS OR 1~5 QUARTER
HOURS, AND HAVE EVERYTHING IT TAKES TO COMPLETE COLLEGE, EXCEPT THE CASH, HERE'S GOOD NEWS. AS A NURSING
STUDENT OR A NON-DEGREED REGISTERED NURSE, YOU COULD
BE EARNING A SALARY WHILE YOU COMPLETE ~OUR BACHELOR'S
DEGREE IN NURSING. UPON GRADUATION AND COMPLETION OF
REQUIREMENTS, YOU'LL ATIAIN PRESTIGE AS A NAVY NURSE
CORPS OFFICER AND BECOME A VALUABLE MEMBER OF THE NAVY
HEALTH CARE TEAM. TO FIND OUT IF YOU QUALIFY CALL NA VY
MEDICAL PROGRAMS AT 1-800-342-8123. TODAY!!!

I·
j
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Writer: fight against organized crime weak
Among Moldea's books are ''The Hoffa Wars,""The
tect themselves, they're going to support both sides,"
Hunting of Cain" and "Dark Victory: Ronald Reagan,
Moldea said.
Moldea said he sees organized crime as a tightly- MCA and the Mob."
The past two federal administrations have done knit unit that can be difficult to penetrate, particuHis latest book-"Interference: How Organized
little more than go through the motions in the fight larly when so many in the criminal justice system are Crime Influences Professional Football"-has been
against organized crime, an investigative writer said "on the take."
at the center of attention since August, when Moldea
Nov. 28 at UCF.
"I believe you have to disorganize crime in organ- filed a$1 Omillion libellawsuitagainstTheNew York
"The Reagan and Bush war against organized ized crime," he said. ''That way, law enforcement can Times.
A Times reviewer said the book contained sloppy
crime has been nothing but a public relations ploy. It do its job. Disorganized crime is preferable to organhas been a charade," said Dan E. Moldea, author of ized crime because the institutions remain intact."
journalism.
Moldea said he believes the press should be held
four books probing the underworld.
For instance, Moldea said, a judge is more likely
For years the mafia has maintained its facade of to accept a bribe from an established mafia figure accountable for what it writes, including an expreslegitimacy by infiltrating many areas of American than from a newcomer trying to set up an operation. sion of opinion.
"I think the defamation should be chilled. They
enterprise, including the federal government, he
Moldea outlined the history of organized crime as
said.
he showed slides of various mobsters such as Santos [the press] can't go around saying things about people
without backing it up."
"The mafia al ways tries to hedge their bets. To pro- '!'rafficante, Joseph Valachi and Charles Luciano.
by Jill B. Simser

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

conference included:
• Black fraternities and
FROM PAGE 4
sororities are given more negative pr~ss due to hazing inci"[At UCF], ifyou are not part of dents than their white
the football team or a frat or a counterparts.
sorority, there is nothing for a
• Black Greeks should sup-.
port the new intake processes
black student to do."
"Black Greeks on this cam- as a natural evolution in the
pus should gather together whole Greek system.
and through this bond get
• Black Greek organizaother blacks on campus in- tions provide support to black
students that white advisers
volved," Brown said.
The conference's panel sometimes cannot.
"Times are changing, and
members reinforced earlier
decisions made on regulations people have to change with the
governing the induction of times," said Jolene Palazzo,
members into the black Greek- president of UCF's chapter of
Sigma Gamma Rho. "Pigmenletter organizations.
Anti-pledging rules will be tation only goes skin deep.".
There will be a follow-up
the way of the future, accordforum on black Greek interests
ing to them.
Major agreements in the in the spring.

GREEKS

NEW BILLS
FROM PAGE3

defended the decision to go
ahead with the meeting.
He said when the new elections were scheduled, a senate
meeting was scheduled for
Thursday.
''There was no reason to
wait because we had a meeting
scheduled for that date," he

The Central Florida Future needs a production assistant for the spring semester.
The position requires knowledge of Macintosh computers and PageMaker software.
All interested parties shoutd contact Jennifer Offenburger at 823-6397
or come by the office and fill out an application.
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... ref/ea.

LE·G AL SERVICE-$
For more inliirmatum
about humane altcrnalln·s
to animal d1sm:\io11
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Each ti~e you purchase any
Sandwich, Hero or Salad
at Louie's Deli, we will
the _olive to credit

p~nch
~our pun:ha~e.

?n youF 4th pun.:hase ~·ot~ .
will receive a large coke 1- IU-J ·..
. Yo_ur 71.h S'}ndwich or ~alad
1s I-REE. (Up 10 $4.50 \alue)

(Not valid with any other discount or coupon·)
ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER PLEASE

EXPIRES 2-1·91
YO U K
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Fl\E!
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Senator-elect Michelle
Bruens, who did not attend the
meeting, said she had not expected it.
She said the bills for SEPS
and the radio club probably
could have waited until next
semester.
She said the Rugby Club bill
sounded more immediate.
The new senate will meet at
4p.m. Thursdayin the University Dining Room.

Production.Assistant Wanted

Before you dissect. ..

}iffi
V . ,

said.
He said quorum was set by
the number of senators sworn
in, not the total number of
senators.
"Ten people made quorum,"
he said. "We had that."
He said fliers announcing
the meeting were posted at the
SG offices. ·An advertisement
also announced the meeting.
Eighteen senators attended
the meeting.

•

•

•

•

II (Up to $2 25 OFF)
I
I
I
I
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Purchase any of Louie's
Triple Deckers, Deli Sand-

Problems With?
Need?
•Landlords?
•A Will?
• Insurance?
•Name Change?
.;\'.ltSIJ°t· .
-'C~. • U neontested
• Contracts?
.,~. Dissolution?
• Police?

v.:iches, Louie's .Hero, or
Salad and 2 Med mm Coca
Cola products and receive
the second choice for V2 off.
Equal or lesser value.

I
II
I (~<H '"hd wllh 01hcr d1scoun1 or ,·oupon)
I
ONE COUPON PER
I•
CUSTOMEP. PLEASE

0

.,.,

an)"
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EXPIRES 1-1-91
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~------------------~
LOUIE'S
DELI-UNIVERSITY & ALAFAYA -----------~
(NEXT TO UC6)- 277--0602
~~c;i•a•c;:i-si:~~'il~'il~~;r~Q~Q~\'S..,,,,~r~c;i~~·~.c;i·c:l'.c;s·c::?.~·.~Q·c;'\'S"C"c;s~Q·~c;;iS!'Q"G"'~;:'re?c;}"CS?.~·~~ C?c;i-c?Q-C::O:

Student Legal Services provides
students with an assistance in selected areas oflaw such as landlord/
tenant, consumer, non-criminal
traffic and uncontested dissolutions. You can receive attorney
consultation and representation
free of charge to qualified students. Call 823-2538 or stop by SC
210 for more information or an
appointment.

·-C? · "c:7. . "C? · -c::o:·

·c:?. ·-C?.~
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At the back doo.
Wednesday. Nites
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2 for 1 admission w/this ad

~=:~ :su~Tl~L ,MIDNIGHT
9p.m•• 2a.m.

Q-.

$1.!;0

KAz1 ;x 0;1~!:,E~~:~:

5100 Adanson Street, Orlando

629-4779

•
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•
dents take the following precautions to prevent burglaries
FROM PAGE3
to their vehicles:
• . Lock all car do'ors and
UCF Det./Sgt. Tom Gorbas close windows. Some cars bursaid police need help capturing glarized were left unlocked .
the criminals.
• Lock all valuables in the
"20,000 UCF students is a trunk. Police say thieves look
lot of eyes and ears," Gorbas on dashboards and seats for
·
said.
valuable items before they
Police request all students break in.
to report any suspicious activ• Never leave valuables in
ity in the lots .
glove compartments. In most
Gorbas said students cases, thieves searched glove
should not try to intervene, but compartments.
should report tag numbers of
For more information, stuvehicles being vandalized and dents can pick up a crime predescriptions of the vandals.
vention bulletin in any build~cClendon suggests stu- ing on campus.

CRIME

'
•

•
•
.f

•

FUTURE STUDENTS?

'

Gome of the younger fans at Saturday's UCF football game included an aspiring cheerleader.
These children were part of the 20,067 in attendance at the game.

BE ARED·CROSS VOLUNTEER
•

DIVE

t

RIGHT

INID
THE
HOLIDAY
SPIRIT
AT

C\ - ~-l~.~..
.D

t,easoJ!RI
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Operungs
With t)le world's
most celebrated
whale.

SEA
WORLD!

• Earn holiday cash
(well above minimum wage)
• Make lots of new friends
• Enjoy park, food & merchandise discounts
FOOD SERVICE
MERCHANDISE

OPERATIONS
TICKET SELLERS

Apply in person during our regular hours
9:00 am - 4:30 pm.
·
HOLIDAY HOURS:
NOVEMBER26-DECEMBER 15, _
MONDAY - FRIDAY, 9:00am - 5:30pm.
SATURDAYS, 9:00am - 3:00pm.
' •
Sea World .
Employment Center
7007 Sea World Drive
Orlando

The other
night Pete·
brought ·
home a
quart of
milk, a ·1oaf
of bread

and a case
of .AIDS.
Pete aiways felt his
bisexual affairs were
hornless enough.
But Pete did catch the
AIDS virus. That's why his
family's at risk. His wife
risks losing her husband,
and when she has sex
with him, her own life. If
she becomes· pregnant
she can pass the AIDS
virus to her"baby.
Pete could have protected himself. Saying
"No# could have done it,
or using a condom.
Right now there's no
vaccine for AIDS, and no
cure in sight.
With what we know
today·and with the
precautions that coli be. :. ·
taken, no one hos fQ,/-: ·• · ·

:AIDS·~ft~;~i~e--t
like

SeaWlrld
We Are An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/HN

Pet~·s.

If you think you
can't get it you' re
dead wrong.
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Rollins theater production of
'Madwoman' worth a look
by Terri

Francis ~

Come to old world France,
with open-air markets, street
performers and flower girls.
Come to "where the poor are
happy .. the servants are
proud and ' the mad are
respected."
Come and experience the
Rollins College production of
Jean
Giraudoux's
"Madwoman of Chaillot."
This Gallic comedy is
completely charming. It is
unfair, however, to say the
town of Chaillot has only c;me
mad woman. All of the
characters are a bit
"touched."
In
any
case,
the
Madwoman, also called
Countess Aurelia, isn't mad
at all. In fact, like most
eccentrics, she is more
sensible than most perfectly
sane people.
In Act I, she is made aware
of greedy prospectors in the
town who are intent on

tearing apart the countryside
in the hopes of finding oil in
Paris. She responds by
asking who would do such a
thing and ' asks why the
people didn't tell her about
them before.
She then proceeds t_o get
rid of these people in the
space of an afternoon. This is
not a woman limited by
reality.
''The Madwoman of
Chaillor was written during
World War II in 1942-1943,
when the world was in deep
turmoil and no one saw an
end to it. This makes its
upbeat and happy feel all the
more remarkable.
The production premiered
six months after V.E. Day in
Paris and immediately
sparked debate. But as is
often the case with any
debate, it only serves to whet'
the public's appetite.
In
America,
"The
Madwoman of .Cha~llot"
enjoyed a full-year run on

'

.

Broadway. Adapted into
English from F:i;ench by
Maurice
Valency,
"Madwoman" loses nothing
in the translation.
Chan Ta M. Galloway is
wonderful as the Countess
who lives in her own dream
world. Watch for Sewer Man
in the second Act. Played by
Troy Fi$her, he is lots of fun
to watch.
The play's message of hope
and its role as an escape from
the dark political world are
as necessary and as alive as
theywere in 1945, when the
play premiet'ed.
Nothing about this play or
its production stood out as
especially negative.
Its delightful characters
and splashes of genuine Rollins' "Madwoman" runs through Dec. 9.
humor make "Madwoman"
worth a watch.
In these times of modern
turmoil, its message of
optimism couldn't be more
important. Madwoman is an
early Chti.stmas gift.

Rollins College

II

•

<

K·night Rock Top Five

The Week
. In Concerts.

for the week ending Dec. 3, ·1990

Alternative

Metal

1. "Primary" (Remix)
The Cure
2. "More"
Sisters of Mercy ,
3. "Moon Goddess"

1. "War Ensemble"

•

Buck Pets
4. "Don't Crash The Car
Tonight (Live)"
Mary's Danish ~
5. "Home"

Slayer
2. "Daylight Dawning"
Coup de Grace
3. "Wrong Side Of The
Tracks"
Biohazard
4. "Tailgunner"
Iron Malden
5. "Hangar 18"

Naked Ray Gun

Me adeth

•
fl .

When to listen ...
. .. the Knight Rock Schedule

Monday-Thursday: Knight Rock is on 11 p.m.-4 a.m.
(alternative rock programming)
Frlday: 11 p.m. to midnight. Nothing butlocal Florida
alternative music, and then alternative rock all night
until 6 a.m.
Saturday: Six hours of pure debauchery! Midnight to 6
a.m.isMidnight Metal ... The WIMPradio DES1ROYER!t!
Sunday: Midnight to 4 a.m... LD's Industrial Fest-the
best in industrial music.

89.9 FM WUCF

•
•

•
•
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Sex education in the 'moralistic' America
Are we letting a select few of moral 'do-gooders' teach us what to think and how to feel?
•

by Nick Conte

a say in what we read, what we see, never learned to trust hippies. Most
and wh~t we should be thinking all of them have joined the
The United States of America is about. They think of themselves as establishment lock, stock and barrel.
considered
some to be the most our "moral guardians." (Gosh, where But "Flower Power" started the
• progressive,byopen-minded
nation in would we be without them?)
sexual revolution, right? They may
the free world. Yet because of the
Listen up people! These times are have started it, but their only reason
power in a small minority of people, a changing, . so let's get with the for "doing it" was to shock the nation,
• our overall policies about sex program folks. The "do-gooders" will not to educate it.
education are still tucked safely tell you everything was just fine in
Our attitudes on sex education for
away in the Stone Age.
our country until those '60s hippies the young are regressing daily. This
The problem?
Our country is facing such
problems as teenage pregnancies,
abortion issues and the spread of
• sexually transmitted diseases. What
are we doing _a bout these things? Not
much, mi amigos.
·
Even the thought of displaying a
• condom on television has caused
some networks to face boycotts by
• small groups of highly "moralized"
• · people.
Concerned citizens·, you say?
Narrow-minded manipulators, I say.
We've seen these people before, ,
men and women, walking among us
with a certain self-righteousness
about them. A "holier-than-thou"
• smirk graces their smug faces. _
The men have been known to sport appeared and screwed up is due to our "do-good" voters voting
leaders they can constantly grab by
tacky Vitalis hairdos, and the women everything.
the morals. "Educate yourself, but
the
Ethel
Mertz
wear
fashion
from
·
A
note
to
my
readers:
I
happen
to
•
collection. But do not let these dull agree with my pointy-headed don't... 'show one of those latex
exteriors fool you, these people have brethren about this. I guess I just things, and God forbid, do not

interrupt "Falcon Crest" to show me
any of those awful "smut specials,"
they'd say.
We are slowly committing
economic suicide by playing this
game of denial.
Here are three simple steps to
recove:ry:
• Practice your moral beliefs in
your own lives, not in the lives of
·
others.
Men like Jimmy Swaggert would
like to keep our classrooms safe from
filth while he practices healthy
morality in motel rooms across the
South.
• Let television advertise condom
ads.
Are you telling me it's OK to show
anti-baldness cures, but ·not
condoms?
•Teach sex education at all levels.
In Sweden, this practice has been
going on for years. They have always
ranked the lowest in sex crimes,
sexually transmitted diseases and
pregnancies.
Will these simple measures ever be
taken? Probably not .
As long as there is .money to be
made by "do-gooders" protecting us ·
from smut, then the war on sexual
ignorance will continue to be a losing
0ne .

•
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2:10-4:35-7:30-9:50
ROCKY V*-PG-13
2 :00-4:30-7 :15-9:30
QUIGLEY DOWN UNDER*-PG-13
7:45-10:10
THE NUTCRACKER PRINCE*-G
2:00-4:00-5:45
MISERY-R 1:15-3.:30-5:45-8:00-10:15
PREDATOR 11*-R 2:30-5:00-7:30-:10:00
GHOST-PG-p 2:30-5:00-7:15-9:30
ROBOT JOX-PG 2:15-4:15
DANCES WITH WOLVE~PG13 1:15-5:008:45
JACOBS LADDER-R 7:30-10:00
HOME A(ONE-PG 1:30-3:40-6:10-8:1510:15
'
.

j

~

ROCKY V*-PG-13
2:00-4:15-6:15-8:20-10:30
THREE MEN AND A LITTLE LADY*-PG
2:00-3:00-4:00-5:00-6:00-7:00-8:00-9:0010:00
JACOBS LADDER-A
2:00-4:30-7:30-1 o:oo
PREDATOR 11"-R
2:30-5:00-7:30-10:00
CHILDS PLAY 2-R
2:15-4:15-6:15-8:15-10:15
HOME ALONE*-PG
1:30-3:40-6:10-8:15-10:20
*INDICATES PASSES SUSPENDED.

,, I\ "
·::1"

Don't Start The New Year Without Us!

•
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The Spin Men offer a 'Chaotic' EP

The Spin Men: "Chaos"

•
Independent Release
Local home-grown ~usic
should be supported and given
the benefit of the doubt.
Being of high visibllity
about the Central Florida
region, the Spin Men could
have been Winter Park's great
white-bread hope.
Unfortunately, their debut
Ep , "Ch aos, " doesn't quite
·
attain its own style. This
leaves the album, aptly titled,
to be a chaotic mess ·of halfbaked social commentary.
'fhe saving · grace of this
album is the obviously abused
talent of the performers. They
can play their instruments a
plus overweighed by a hu'ge
minus from their lyrics.
"Chaos," the opening track,
features a gigantic orchestralike sound, with nifty guitar
sounds aml a catchy chorus.
Though "Natalie Hattily" is a

level music that confronts
the problems of today's
society, check out old hardcore bands, such as MDC's
"Millions Of Dead Cops" ·or
any Dead Kennedies album.
Though both bands have
broken up, the problems
from a decade ago are still
present. It's just that now
those problems are more
commercial, easier to pimp.
As for the Spin Men,
hopefully they will quit the
college
"awareness"
posturing, buckle down and
come out with a non-SWiss
tape.
In layman's terms,
"Chaos" is a tape in the Swiss
tradition: cheesy and full of
holes. The album is worth a
spin if you know nothing
about aggressive music and
just want to hear songs with
good musicianship and
Swiss lyrics.

•
Don't get wTecked. If you're not
sober-orvmi're not surelet someone else do the driving.
Amessa~e prmided br this newspaper
and Beer Drinkers of America

**.i,.1
·* * .i,.*

•·*

*
®°"'

cliche of a cliche, th.e punishment.
Old punk themes of greed,
background moans are full of
power
and
emotion. But'the lyrics are, as political
BEER DRINKERS
a friend once said, "Swiss."
environmental destruction
OF AMERICA
"I See No Wrong'' makes up seep through this Swiss tape.
PARTY•SMART
for "Natalie Hattily." Fast A lot is said, but without tact.
drumming melds with a
Lines such as "Your desires
National Headquarters
driving guitar to attairi a high of love, lust and greed/ have
150 Paularino Ave., Suite 190
- taken you down as ruler of this
level of aggression.
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
This song's lyrics are the land" come off as subtly as
7141557-2337
1-800-441-2337
best on the album, yet, coming FEAR's great line "I f***ed
.. lkw llrinkrrs uf America b a 11on·pruli1rn11st11m•r1111•111h1•1»hip
from the Spin Men, the words religion, it stunk."
orµ,~111i 1~1tio11 opl'n uni~ lO persons m·~r thl' ~tgt• of !1:·
lack bite, kind oflike the cleanIf you are looking for gutcut Michael Jackson singing 1---r=========~==~===:========================::!:===============---~
Soundgarden's "big dumb
sex."
The big minus of the album,
as mentioned earlier, is the
The Japan Exchange and Teaching Program
lyrics. No one member is given
fault for writing them, a pretty
smart move on whoever,s part.
Lead singer Eric Norr has a
If you have an excellent knowledge of English, hold a
wide vocal range. Like the
other members of the band his
bachelor's degree (or will receive one by August,
talent is channeled into
1991), and are a U.S. citizen)he J.E.T. Program
overkilled pseudo-political
material.
needs r.ou! Opportunities are available
"Chaos" makes the Spin
Men appear to be gluttons for
in Japanese schools and

•

SPEND AYEAR IN JAPAN!

government offices.

If you could, you'd be there.
For victims of disaster, the devastation lasts long
after the TV crews .have left. It takes ·months to
rebl,lild homes, businesses ... entire lives.
If you coul~, you'd be there to help. But no
matter where you are, your financial help will
mean food, clothing, shelter, the bare necessities.
You can be there, through your
American Red Cross.

·11

•
.-~·

u

Someone is counting on you.
Send your contribution today to: American Red Cross Disaster Relief
Fund, 5 North Bumby Ave., Orlando, FL 32803

.,

MEX/GO 6 N,-ru
from
$;2,.59•00
·

THE SINGLES EXPERT

~TRAVEi.

""'1NETWORK~-

•
•

cALL TODAY
To RESERVE YOUR SPACE
IN . TiiE SUN!
1191J EAST COLONIAL DRIVE

~11 ·~S'I,

Your UCF Class Ring is on Sale
Every Friday!
,
Bring th• ooupon to TTS ACADEMIC Ind '808/ve hUge savtngs
on tM putohue d ~JOSTENS gold UCF cohge ring.

$100.00 off the price of your 18K gold ring
$50.00 off the price of your 14K gold ring
- IT'S ACADEMIC
in the University Shoppes
Phone: 658-4612
Jostens, there is a difference. Look for it! "~~

•

•
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UCF student loves the 'blood and guts'

special effects makeup has to offer .
by Denoy DeBoer
Decapitating
heads,
splashing blood and rotting
flesh ...
. To many people, such
grotesque thoughts evoke a
squirm and perhaps a
disgusted look. But to
freshman Eric Carlson, such
scenes elicit a grin from ear to
ear. Carlson loves macabre
special effects.
"I saw my first horror flick
when I was 7," said 17-yearold Carlson. "It was the 1979
version of 'Dracula,' starring
Frank Langella." Instead of
being frightened by the
blood-sucking fiend, Carlson
was fascinated by the special
effects.

,.

This
fascination
eventually led Carlson to try
his own hands at such
effects·. "I started by just
using makeup when I .was
14.~ said wide-eyed Carlson .
"I'd put the makeup on
myself and my friends and
we'd have a ball running
around scaring people."
Since then, Carlson has
progressed to more elaborate
·effects. Recently, he started
making face casts and using
foam latex, just like the
"pros" in Holly\vood . .
The young makeup artist
did most of the special effects
makeup in Inter-Hall
Council's Historian Club
Production, "Knight of the
Living Dead."

Among his pride and joy
were a ripping cheek, a
blood-squirting forearm and
lots ofrottingflesh. The video
was shown during the IHC
Halloween Party and will be
shown again during spring
semester as a short to
"Dormite: The Movie II."
._ "For now, special effects
makeup is just a hobby," said
Carlson.
He
paused
thoughtfully, then grinned
from ear to ear, "But · it
wouldn't be too bad· if it
eventually becomes a
career."
Carlson is currently
starting a special effects club
at UCF. Any interested in
joining should call Carlson at

ext. 4393.

,..

,

.

Grab a bite
of ·home cookin!
0

LET YOUR VOICE BE HEARD
Write a Campus Commentary!

-It's open to all UCF students and·
runs at least once a week in The
Central ·F lorida Future. If you
have .a topic you'd like to write
about, call Jocelyn Jepson, opinion editor, at UCF-NEWS (that's
823-6397).

·BUCKLE UP!
I T' S THE LAW.

Now there's home cookin' worth going

vegetables, mashed potatoes and old-

out for, right in your neighborhood. At

fashioned cornbread. Fruit cobblers,

our new Black-eyed Pea Restaurant you'll

homemade from scratch, creamy banana

find all the good food that gives home

pudding, and other tempting desserts. Our

cooking a good name. Like hand-battered

service and prices will suit your taste, too.

chicken fried steak, juicy pot roast, and

So visit the new home of home cooking in

tender charbroiled chicken. Garden-fresh

your neighborhood. The Black-eyed Pea.

t;he 81ack·eyed [Jea®

IF YOUR AIM IS HIGH
TECHNOLOGY, AIM
HIGHER WITH
AIR FORCE ROTC.
You're reaching for a science or engineering degree in
college. Your ultimate goal: a career
in high technology.

RESTAURANT

Home cookin' worth going out for.SM
DEPT OF AEROSPACE STUDIES

3150 University Blvd
Winter Park, 679-7576

407-275-2264

Leadership Excellence Starts Here

II .
II
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5 HOURS OPEN BAR

BUFFET

PARTY FAVORS
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BUFFET DINNER
'

MIDNIGHT
CHAMPAGNE TOAST
DANCE TO THE
MUSIC OF
''NETWORK''
THE 5 PIECE BIG BAND
SOUND

$67.50
PER PERSON
GRATUITY AND TAX
INCLUDED

NE\V YEARS EVE
Ar SHERATON
ISN'T THE SAME
AULD LANG SYNE.
.

1\,0JIS'f ptRJAf'E ~'13 .
o:r '.B'E'E:f .
'BJIXJ:,']) 1!!1\,(jI9{IJI :Jf5?J8vf
Jg{ 1?.'YE '])011(j1{ .
S'EJIJOO']) Jl11 (j1\,Jl'II9{
01!'£9{ '13-Jl'XJ:,']) CO;Jff'ETTI
-PO'TJI'IO'ES & ~CE
Af'E'])L'E'Y 0 :! :f1{_'£51{
VE(j'E'IJI'BL'ES

,

FOR RESERVATIONS C·ALL 6S8-9008
RESERVATIONS AND PAYMENT MUST BE
RECEIVED B.Y FRIDAY DEC. 211990

•
•

•
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' Here's somethillg wor111·writi'ng Home abou't
.

';"

.

•

Vou're working hard to

pr~pare yourself fot your f~ture~

Ful?ds

· .I. are tight and maybe buying a home seems like a lifetime away.
But, the smart student knows that owning a home is a·n investment
that pays off in the future, while it guarantees housing for school
now. That's why n'ow is the time to speak with your parents about
investing in a Hupter's Reserve home.
Convenient location! One mile north of
University Blvd. on Alafaya Trail. Close to
UCF, Westinghouse, Martin Marietta East
and Research Park!
Open.Dail)' I0~6; Sun. 12~6

(407) 3. 66~0408

~· ~~ON

..._....___..

HOMES

Ill

:a.

~

c

• lust minutes from VCF and major employers
• Mason Homes wi~l contribute up to 5% of the
mortgage amount towards financing costs!
But best of all, investi~g in a home, has .incredible tax
and income advantages. Homeowners benefit from
Homestead exemption; and an extra bedroom can be
rent.ed out and the.money applied to your mortgage.
Plus, consider this - if you were renting
a similar home, at at an average rental rate of $500
per month, you could pay $24,000 for four years of
housing at school. Why not invest that money into the
equity of a home, instead of throwi~g it away
on rent?
Show your parents that the education they're
paying for is paying off! Show them this ad ·a nd then
take them to Hunter's Reserve. Why rent when you
can oivn? Visit Hunter's Reserve today!

, P.rices start om the mid . 50s!
:.
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"Drop what you're doing qnd get this
·
music on your stereo!"
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KNIGHTS
FROM PAGE 20

carry.
Although the Knights faced
a William & Mary team that
averaged 261.8 yards with two
1,000-yard rushers, it was
UCF's backfield that controlled the ball in the second
half.
"They just couldn't stop our
offense in the second half,"
McDowell said. "When you figure our two starting tackles
are out with injuries, we were
playing with some guys who
haven't played a lot of ball."
Left tackle Derrick Connor
has missed both playoff games
after pulling some ligaments
in his left knee during practice
before the Youngstown State
game. Britt Williams has re-

13

placed him.
Alex Goforth went down
with an injury early in the
second quarter Saturday and
was replaced by David Swift.
Quarterback Ron Johnson,
who scrambled for 67 yards,
pointed to the offensive line's
ability to overcome the injuries
as the key to UCF's success on
the ground .
"We knew in the second half
we were going to need fo get
the running .game going,"
Johnson said. "The line did a
great job of making the creases
and the back just ran through
them."
.
Without hesitation, Giacone said UCF's key to success on the ground was its
toughness. ·
This toughness has m~ed
the Knights to -within two
games of a national championship.
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YOU CAN FIND THEM AT:
' PARKAVENUE COMPACTDISCS
- 528 PK. AVE. SOUTH
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Christmas time is a splendid time of year for
looking back on what has been accomplished.
Most people are lost in the whirlwind of spending
that happens right before Christmas. Hopefully for
the brief time· it takes to read this column, some
people will realize how wonderful the past twelve
months have been, in some ways.
The most obvious thing that has happened globally is the ending of the Eastern Block and the Cold
War. It is a very nice thoughtto imagine a whole new
group of Americans growing up without the Communists hanging over their shoulders with a nuclear
warhead.
Although the war has been replaced, it is ~wfully
nice that the president won't be justifying the military. buildup with the economically failing Soviet
Union.
U has also been a landmark year for women in
politics. More women have been elected to office this
year. A female just recently got elected in Texas, the
third biggest state in the union. Perhaps to some this
is not that positive, but to the rest of us, it is pretty
wonderful.
Political focus by the public has been shifting to
"real" issues, like the environment.
Granted the environment has always been an
issue, but on the UCF campus, more students have
gotten involved with the Environmental Society,
Earth Day 1990 and talking more seriously about
what they can do about the environment. Also, various counties in the area have started recycling.
Margaret Thatcher recently stepped down, which
is a mixed blessing, depending on y~ur viewpoint.
Overall, it was an honorable thingforThatcherto do,
as she did it for her party and to maintain unity.
-Our own politicians aren't going to step down for
the good of the party, but they are putting the test to
the ones responsible for the Savings and Loans.
Our Student Government has been under the lime
light .of controversy. None of it is very positive, but
they have tried to help the situation, and students
are slightly more aware. Hopefully out of awareness
will come change.
Another campus organization that has begun to
change is WUCF. Again it is questionable improvement, but look on the bright side. WUCF has begun
some reforms, and that's a step in the right direction.
Internationally, students protested in China.
True, they were put down, but it did mark a point in
history when Chinese students beg~n to demand
their rights. These students demanded things that
American stuaents take for granted ~d they re. ceived international support.
The United States hasn't changed drastically, but
the world is changing and we should be a{vare of it.
Th e next year is going to bring more hectic classes,
countries changing hands, worry and heartache, but
more importantly, it will bring opportunities for you
to change for the better.
?./if}'
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FEAR OF NOT LANDING A JOB AtTER
SPENDING $80,000 ON ACOL~E~E OEGR~f

Nothing will alleviate the p_a in
I write this editorial to shed light on a question
that many death penalty proponents continually ask.
The question is, ''What about the victim?" The victim
is not only the individual who has been brutally slain,
but also the friends and family of that individual. A
murder affects more than one person and we should
acknowledge that.
In Karena Ganem's response to the Nov.13 editorial, she implies justice is not done unless another life
is taken, thatof the murderer. I do not propose to tell
Ganem, or anyone else, how they can feel; she has
suffered a loss that I cannot possibly contemplate.
I can tell her that should her that should her
mother's murderer be killed tomorrow, her mother
would still be gone and her pain would still be pres-

sang, marched and cried with sons, daughters, mothers and fathers of murder victims. My friends and I
never forget anyone's suffering; we seek it out, so that
we may help to alleviate it.
In this country there are over 10,000 shelters for
animals and 800 for battered and abused women.
This state spends almost $4 million over an eightyear period to kili one person, and $36,000 over a 12
ent
year period to educate one-child.
The focus of energy remains on punishing, killing
Added to her pain, however, would be that of
another family. The cycle of violence and death, so and lashing out. Meanwhile, no one is being helped.
prevalent in today's society, would continue, helping Florida has the highest crime rate and sixth highest
homicide rate in the nation. The answer our governno one.
Another implication is that those of us who work to ment supplies is a lie, and to truly help anyone, this
stop executions do not take into consideration the - lie must be exposed.
What we try to do in the abolition movement is to
victim's suffering. I say, emphatically, that this is
shift the energy from killing people to helping people.
totally untrue.
In the three years I have 1:.een involved with the When our job is done, and cy~le of death is broken,
issue of the death penalty, I have made it a point to then everyone's pain and suffering will be lighter.
Dan Horowitz is studying English-education.
meet and talk to as many victims as I could. I laughed,

• STUDENT CONTROL
Editor:
A new show on WUCF to promote the local music scene? But
wait a minute, unless I'm mistaken, Knight Rock has al ways
played local music, student and
otherwise. In fact, there is a show
on Friday nights that plays nothing but all types local and student music.
_.
Why hasn't this show been
publicized? Could jt be because the
show is a part of Knight Rock? An
hour of "student music" does not
make a real college station. WUCF
must have student control. Only
then will I listen during the day.

of

Editor in Chief
Jamie Carte

Managinfl Editor
Newstc.tlfCU'
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Erie·Dullmeyer
· engineering
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• PARKING woss -·
Editor:
, ~"~ ·
Just when I .- _ght justice
would be served:"llloil\er useless
check.
commitee gives ~'r~ty
. ,.

I'm referring to Ina L. Carpenter's policy towards the Persian Gulf
traffic and parking Appeals situtation. They claim that we
should not spill "blood for oil."
Com mi tee.
I received an unjust $15 violaI believe as oil consumers we are
tion for "piggy backing." That is, I all supporters of this crisis. Any
parked in' the dirt lot behind the time we start our cars or purchase
library. There is a single row of consumer items we have contribparking along the trees. I parked uted to the demand for oil.
along that row and : ·someone
If we are going to expect the
parked in front of me, making it to benefits of our system , it would be
appear as though I had~parked in wrong for us not to participate in
back of them. I recieved the ticket. its defense.
I tried the prop·e r channels of
Since I am a Combat Reservist
writing an appeal. The officer was who will. most likely see combat
clearly wrong, but the commitee's duty if war breaks out, I am one of
incompetence failed to recognize a the last people to advocate w~r.
blatant error.
My point, is that those of you
who do not wish to support the "oil
Keith Fleury game" are just as guilty as the rest
communications of us, as long as you continue to be
' .. -i~i ·, ...
active players. If yo,u are a pacifist
•EVERYONE CON$UMES
then quit; but untilyou completely
.
'· j/
· 'v' -. •\ • ~:
Editor:
stop being a. part of the problem.
Recently ·f -;tui~e- b~reading ·
articl~s involvm~th-0se:1ndividu- .
John K Pitkethly, Jr.
als who do
s~oft
·t;he
U.S.
·
sociology
'J. _•
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"Cauterized wound" to ·former Gov. Martinez
In year's past, The Central Florida Future came
out with its very own "Laurels and Darts," a Oscars
of sorts for the people at the University of Central
Florida. It is a time when people are recognized for
there contributions to student life on camp_us or the
denigration thereof.
To me, however, the concept of"Laurels and Darts"·
just seems a little bit tame for my blood, kind oflike
"brownie buttons" and "slaps on the wrists."
So, in the interest of yellow journalism everywhere, I would like to institute a new concept in
praise and blame giving, ,t he first semi-annual
"Warm Fuzzies and Cauterized Wounds Awards."
To explain, "Warm Fuzzies" are those things that ·
you get when people come up to you and give yoti"a Pat
on the back for a job well done.
And, as can be expected, "Cauterized Wounds" are
painful things that give us cause to cringe.
· In giving these awards, I would hope that all who
receive them would give pause and realize what they
have done for, and to, the UCF student body, so ...
First, A ''Warm Fuzzy" to the UCF Football team ·
for giving the fans (who deserve a "Warm Fuzzy" of
their own) a season of exciting play, and the possibility of an indisputable championship.

· It might even make the raise in athletic fee two
years ago bearable, especially if Gene McDowell's
promise that the success of the football team would
make a UCF degree more valuable rings true and
adds an extra ten percent to our post-collegiate paychecks.
A "Cauterized Wound" to the next Drug Czar (or
is it Tsar?) of the United States, our very own exGovernor Bob Martinez, for allowing the educational
system in this state to continue its slide. Not only are
the teachers at all levels of the system not being paid
enough, so also are the students getting, and becoming a product of, an o"Qviously inferior educational
syst~m.

A ''Warm Fuzzy" to Lawton Chiles' move to downsize government, and the cost of operating it, in
Florida.
By allowing the state department's first cuts in the
war on waste, Chiles has given some leeway to the
departments, all the while holding the ax of indiscriminate cost cutting over their heads.
A "Cauterized Wound" to all the politicians of the
past ten years for "heroically" attacking "tax and
spend" policies of the "lib~rals," while following their
own agenda of''borrow and spend" which has placed

lll~f1111!111111111

our economy on the edge of a very deep, deep receS'"
sion. And meanwhile, they are still letting individual
liberty be trampled upon.
A ''Warm Fuzzy" to the student senators and
challengers who have patiently waited for new student senate elections, and to the people in charge of
the election for running the elections witout a hitch,
most notably Mark Dogoli and Jim Song.
And a "Cauterized Wound" to the man who made
it all possible by not assuring a fair election in the
first place, Student Government President Jeff
Laing.
Once again, it has been proven that Harry S.
Truman's adage of courage that "the buck stops here"
rarely applies to politicians (even though one must
admire his blatant attempts at blame shifting.)
And, to the students ofUCF, a ''Warm Fuzzy" for
the holidays, free just for making it through yet
another semester.

·An ·informative albeit hungry ·w eek in London

Recently my family and I.spent a week in
London, which is a popular foreign place to
visit because they have learned to speak
some English over there. Although frankly
they h/ave a long way to go. Often, when
they get to the crucial part of a sentence,
they'll realize they don't know the correct
words, so they'll make some silly ones up. I
had a lot of conversations that sounded like
this:
ME: Excuse me. Could you tell us how to
get to Buckingham Palace?
BRITISH PERSON: Right. You go down
this street here, then you nip up the weckershams.
ME: We should nip up the weckershams?
BRITISH PERSON: Right. Then you
take your first left, then you just pop 'round
the gorn-and-scumbles, and, Jack's a
doughnut, there you are!
ME: Jack's a DOUGHNUT?
BRITISH PERSON: Right.
Also they have a lot of trouble with pronunciation, because they can't move their
jaw muscles, because of malnutrition
caused by wisely refusing to eat English food, much
of which was designed and manufactured in medieval
times during the reign of King Walter the mildly
disturbed. Remember when you were in junior high
school, and sometimes the cafeteria workers would
open up a large Army-surplus food can left over from
the Spanish-American War and serve you a scary
looking dish with a name like ''Tuna Bean Prune
Cabbage Omelet Casserole Surprise"? Well, they still
have a LOT of food like that over in .England, on
permanent display in bars, called "pubs", where
people drink for hours but nobody ever eats. We saw
individual servings of pub food that we recognized
from our last visit, in 1978. Some dishes- no effort is
made to conceal this fact- contain KIDNEYS. We
also saw one dish with a sign next to that said - I
swear I am not making this up- "SPOTTED DICK".
The English are very good at thinking up silly
names. Here are actual stations on the London un-

derground: Marylebone, Tooting Broadway,
Piccadilly Circus, Cock.fosters, Frognal, Goodge
Street, Mudchute, Barking and East Ham. Londoners are apologetic about their underground, which
they believe has become filthy and noisy and dangerous, but which is in fact far more civilized than the
average American wedding reception. At the height
of rush hour, people on the London underground
actually say "excuse me". Imagine what would happen if you tried an insane stunt like that on the New
York City subway: The other passengers would take
it as a sign of weakness, and there'd be a fight over
who got to keep your ears as a trophy.
Our primary cultural activity in London was
changing money. We had to do this a lot because the
dollar is very weak. Europeans use the dollar primarily to apply shoe polish. So every day we'd go to one of
the money-changing places that are all over London,
and we'd exchange some dolla.r s for British money,

which consists of the "pound" and a wide
variety of mutant coins whose sizes and
shapes are unrelated to their values, and
then we'd look for something to eat that
had been invented in this century, such
as pizza, and we'd buy three slices for
what we later realized was $24 7.50. and
then we'd exchange some money again.
Meanwhile,, the Japanese tourist were
exch'angingTHEIR moneyforitems such
as Westminster Abbey.
In the interest of broadening our 10yea:r-old son's culturalawareness, we visited some important historic sites, including the Tower of London, the Dungeon, and Madame Tussaud's Wax Museum, all of which are devoted to explaining in clinical detail how various historic
members of royalty were whacked into
small historic pieces. English history
consists largely of royal people getting
their heads chopped off, which is why
members of the royal now wear protective steel neck inserts, which is why they
walk the way they do.
Needless to say this brand of history
was a hit with our son. He especially
enjoyed the guided "Jack the Ripper"
tour that we took one dark night with a
very intense guide. "Right on this spot is
where they found the victim's intestines," she'd say. "And right here is where they found
the liver, which is now part of the food display of that
pub over there."
Another cultural activity we frequently engaged in
was looking the wrong way before attempting to cross
streets. The problem is that in America, people drive
on the RIGHT side of the street, whereas in London,
they drive on BOTH sides of the street, using hard-tosee cars about the size of toaster ovens. The best way
to handle this, as a tourist, is to remain on one side of
the street for your entire visit, and see the other side
on another trip.
But I definitely recommend London for anybody
who enjoys culture and could stand to lose a few
pounds. I learned many things that will be of great
value to me, not just personally, but also professionally, and I'm not saying that just to be polite .to the
English. I'm saying it because of Internal Revenue
Service regulations.
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Lambda Chi Alpha
Congrats to all the new officers.
Christmas dance was too awesome. Good
luck to everyone on their finals. To all the
Jewish Bros, Happy Hanukkah and to all the
rest Merry Christmas.

Alpha Phi Omega
Congratulations to the new Alpha Phi Omega
brothers: Carrie Barham, Margarita
Bohorquez, Pam Englund, Dana Jacobsen,
Joy Kichler, Karen Langston, Thomas Negron, Chie Vogt, Wakae Vogt. Congratulations to all of the Spring Officers. Make us
proud! Br'others, good luck on your finals!
Book Exchange Dec. 10-14 1Oam-1 pm in SC
217. How are you getting to St. Louis?

Kappa Sigma
Hep Pi Phi, thanx for a great social Fri. Nite.
Great job on the deck, Frank. The house is
looking great. Today is the deadline for
Founder's Day-don't be a deadbeat. Merry
Xmas.
Delta Sigma Pi
It's been an interesting semester for our chapter! Our new bro's make us proud! Thanks to
all officers, Stacey, Lance, Neil, Phil, Evette,
Sam, Crockette, Darlene, and Cheryl. Good
job chairpeoplel Elections on Wed. Good
luck candidates! Brothers-vote for synergy
and order. Get involved and put your heart
into it! After all of those brutal exams, Delta
Sig will rock! Graduation party on Dec. 14th
and Christmas Bash
15th***Congratulations to our Awesome Graduation Seniors:
Lee Koepke, Jim Rodgers, Chris Sweet, Jill
Kamphaus, Lance Smith, Mohammad Samaha, Phil Dubois, Michelle Creery, Neil
Patel, April Davis, Beth Birmingham, and
Susan Reynolds***Have a Merry Christmas! See you at CJ's!

ACACIA
Merry Christmas to the Brothers.
Steve you will be greatly missed.
Travis we are with you all the way.
Love Sweetheart. Larry l•U are you
ready for the slopes & hottub?
Dwayne come get your pooder pie
Merry Xmas Booger B. Hub Thanks G.

sin

Zeta Tau Alpha
Hey Zeta's-wasn't Crown Cruise a blast!
Good luck studying for those finals! Everyone
have a safe and a Happy Holiday!
Tau Beta Sigma
The end is near! Time for finals
and Xmas shopping! We've had a
great semester! We've worked hard
and grown closer! And next semester
promises more of the same!
To our PLEDGES!
You girls are great! You're almost
finished and soon you will reach
your goal-SISTERHOOD I Keep up the
good work and the positive
attitudes! Never forget that we
believe in you!
To our SECRET SANTAS!
You guys are great! Thanks for all
the cards, letters, and gifts! We
love you all dearly!
To our UTILE BROTHERS!
You find out who we are soon! Are
you excited? We all hope that you
aren't disappointed and that we are
who you hoped for! We look forward
to a long-lasting friendship with
you! Keep up the good work and
remember your Big Sister loves you!
Good luck to all the Sisters,
Brothers, TNA, and KMA on finals!
Have a safe and Happy Christmas I
And we'll see you all back after
New Year's for an awesome semester!
All our Love- The Sisters of Z'¥!

American Production and Inventory Con·
trol Society
Dec.12-"Thriving on Chaos" based on book by
Tom Peters-Eng. Big Rm 286 at noon! ASC
members and non-members welcome. Stop
by Mr. Pullins office or call for future info. 8235673

. ACACIA
The Nuke Hussein Party was blast. Alumni
dinner was excellent. Thank Jon H. for its
great success. Remember Big D is everywhere. Happy B-Day to Pat"Boss" A. Is
everyone getting prepared forfinals? Do itAllPro tonight.

a

Sigma Phi Epsilon
Congratulations to the new officers.
Mark Sutton-Prez, Andy Helm-VP,
Jamie Coll-Sec., Jose Ruiz-Alum. Rel,
and Kirk Dunaway-Chaplain. Thanks M" and
Ml1 for a great Christmas social. Hey .EX, it
looked like we were both feeling Merry ...Too
bad she got mad and left. Thanks Friends of
the Heart for an awesome semester. Thanks
to the Alumni for all your help. Congrats to
Shelly Freidburg, Joe Muscarella, and Wayne
Larson for gaining the ultimate goal ... A degree to all the other fraternities, you think you
don't like us now, wait till we are on campus
next semester. Hey Neas, did the doctor cure
- all you ills? Thanks ITKA, AXA, .EAE and DC
for going to our parties instead of yours. You
guys must have found out where the most
beautiful girls were. Rush is only a month
away, you know we will get ours but we will
probably get some of yours. Sororities, get
ready for an awesome Queen of Hearts 1991 .
To everyone, have a safe Holiday Season,
come back next ~emester and watch Sig Ep
kick ass. XAlrKMA-VM-LMB-Thanks Gilstrap for starting a new trend.

Alpha Kappa Psi
T'was the night before finals and
all through the school, not a creature was
stirring except for the fools. They'd spent the
semester just loafing around, so now they are
cramming 'fore finals come 'round. Their
books are all scattered, their papers misplaced, their essays on disk were somehow
erased. But down from above came a strange
glowing light, which blazed with ftiry this cold
Sunday night. The light told the fools "You!ve
got no one to blame! You had sixteen weeks
but instead you played games!" The fools all
cried out 'We don't want to fail! They say
·college flunkies all end up in jaill Oh please
help us out, we swear we'll do great, but our
first exam starts at a quarter to eight!" The light
didn't help, but said,"Look and see, for I'm
going to show you your sad destinies." Well
each fool stood up, and each took a look, and·
each of them screamed and ran back to their
books. Early next morning all tired and weary,
the fools took their finals with eyes oh so teary.
And just before Christmas what came in the
mail, had showed that none of those poor fools
had failed. So heed you the lesson those fools
now have learned, be prepared for your finals
or you could get burned.
Good luck, do well, be .well I 'Roo
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Founders day Banquet is Thur. the 5th. Get
your tickets from Puddin or Steve.
Congratulations to all the new officers and
members. Let's work next semester.
Lil Sis perspectives-are thosel1's signed, here
come the 9th.
Spring Rush is r·ight around the corner .. Let's
get psyched. GO TKEll!
TKE I football great job this year. TKE II
football, at least you had fun! Tree-Pretty
Sikel Everyone get pumped for next sem.
Let's start out strong!
Everyone have a great Vacation, A Merry
Christmas, and a Happy New Year. For anyone who 1s staying in town-Let's have a New
Year's
Party-Hurley! Yeaaaaaaaa
Booooyyyyyyyyyy! GO TKEI

Pi Kappa Alpha
Congratulations new brothers!!! Great job Mr.
Fales. Thanks for the party Ted. PIKE 2
football, great Job in finals. Hey ZTA's, does
this sound familiar ....Just sit right back and
you'll hear a tale, a tale of a fateful trip. That
started from this tropic port aboard this tiny
ship ..... Love CT & RS. Go PIKE volleyball!!
Wendell , how's that seafood? Hey Ute, How
do we get a copy of "Ute on Sports" video?
Groover, congratulations on your baby shakin'
and hand kissing paid off. Hey Matt, why don't
you look into Sears instant credit and get that
klunker out of the driveway. Britt, how 'bout
some time for the guys?! Hey Tomasso, don't
forget what I said about Ft. Myers' women.
Love Napoleon.
Everyone: Good luck on finals and have a safe
and Happy Holiday Season. Welcome David
Rex. Another semester dominated. As usual.

American Production and Inventory Con·
trol Society

START THE YEAR RIGHT JOIN APICS
FOR YOUR FUTURE - CALL MR. PULLIN AT
823-5673 OR STOP BY HIS OFFICE IN

Baptist Campus Ministry
Twas the night before Christmas and all
through the school, Notastude~t was s,tirring,
Everything was cool. When 9ut on the Green
there arose such a clatter, I sprang from the
SOL to see what was the matter. When I
looked in excitement it was then that I knew,
the noise was "Santa" Morgan and his crew of
elves.too. They carried "Care Packages" of
gum, nuts, and jelly, while all the while "Santa"
sat patting his head and rubbing his belly!
·oo, Nipper, On Stayer, On Davy, and Steve,
on' Brady, and Preedy, Hurry Up ...We've got
to leave." He exclaimed on his way, as I
looked athim,"Merry Christmas to all, from the
BCM!" Happy Holidays from Baptist Campus
Ministries!

Condo for rent Alafaya Trail 2bd
2ba. 2 story private backyard
$500/mo. 239-6336

83 Monte Carlo $2500 OBO 677-4358

For rent-2bd-2ba house 1/4m UCF
11610 Sarita Ct. $235 mo. per brm
Call S. Erdek (407)773-5772
Female, NIS wanted. Avail. immed. in Sussex
Place -312. New locks, Pool, Jacuzzi, no pets.
$225 + 113 utilities. 281-4251
Roommate needed for 212 apt. on
Goldenrod. W/D, Furn. except bedroom $260/
mo 112 util. $100 deposit. Call Stacy and leave
message. 275-1939. ASAP

2 bdrm 2.5 bath townhome near UCF
No pets $450 Prud Gallagher Prop.
Call Denis 423-1627 or 644-5385

Roommate needed-nonsmoker, Female,
25yrs.+, $275 + util., 2bed/2bath, 436/Howell
Branch. Leslye 679-0551
ROOMMATE WANTED: Male UCF student
needs roommate to share 2 bed/2 1/2 bath
townhouse in Tuscawilla.
Washer/Dryer & microwave.
$275.00/month & split utilities.
Please call 366-0617 for information.
Female non-smoker wanted to share new 2br/
2ba condo at Hunter's
Reserve WID +more $265 + 1/2 util.
Call Terri 366-3704
Male to share beautiful lrg. home in
quiet neighborhood with liberal
male. Must be honest, clean, respons.
Nonsmoker. Prefer Grad Student.
$300/mo. + 1/2 util. 321-2506 Eve/Wknds
House to share. Near UCF. Male has furnished room for female only. Lakefront Victorian on two acres with pool and spa. Private
room and bath. $250 month. Please call
mornings.
677-7508
Male roommate needed immediately.
$118 rent and 1/4 utilities.
includes washer & dryer & 2 1/2 baths.
Call 249-2305. Leave message.
Ask for Jorge.
Male UCF Student needs place to live within
about 5 miles of campus. I'm willing to rent a
1 or 2br. or share with you. Want to move
during Jan. or Feb. Call Ray 297-7595, mess.

House to share. $350/month will get all utilities
including cable TV, private bath, garage
space. 2mi. from UCF in quiet sub. Call Lou
679-5012
Roommate wanted to share 2 bdrm 2 bth.
townhouse across the street from UCF. $232
a month plus 1/2 utilities. Call :'.:82-7444. Alian.
Beautiful 3B/2B house in Stillwater 2 mi. from
UCF. Roommate(s) wanted immediately. Call
Anthony
at 365-6299. Neg.

Female roommate(s) wanted 2br/2b apt., 6mi.
from UCF. Security system, pool, tennis
courts . $277 or $175 if shared. Call 380-7687.
to share apartment which includes phone &
utilities-located in downtown OViedo-$275 per
month 365-9244

Pearl necklaces freshwater/culture $50 and .
up. Call Jeff 830-9106

Roommate needed to share 2 bdrm 2 bath aP,t.
at Heather Glen 1 mile from school. Tennis
courts an pool $260 + 1/2 utilities. Call 6575814
Female roommate needed for Spring '91
semester. Own bedroom and bath. For more
info. call Jen at 380-5902
ASAP Cambridge Circle near UCF.
Quiet, mature, N/S, Female to share 2b/2.5b
townhouse near UCF. W/D, microwave, dishwasher. Own room and bathroom for $215/
mo. + 1/3 utilities. Call Kathy/Brian 282-9216

Microwave (500W) $100; vacuum $20;Ceiling
fan $20; dining table w/4 chairs $100; 6drawer dresser $1 O; misc. other 823-8537
Furniture-2 beds 2 chairs, sleeper sofacheap 678-0809 no ans. Iv. m~g.
Cassette tapes for sale. Over 900 available!
All types of Music.
located in Fox Ht.int Call Tim 281-7822 $3
each.
One reclining chair $50 or best offer. One
single bed $30 OBO or both for $60. Must sell
by Dec. 13.
Ph 366-8106 Rob or leave message.
IBM clone 12mhz 286 Complete System
40 MB HD, 3.5 & 5.25 floppy d~ives
2MB ram, 2 serial & 1 parallel ports.
Keyboard, Mouse, Software $999 NEW
also 9pin printer $129 NEW
Call Keith 823-4834 or leave msg.

Only the best: Live in to watch 8yr. old boy and
do cooking and cleaning. Room and board
provided plus salary.
Excellent living conditions.
Must have own transportation.
774-7262 Cheryl

•

RESUMES-Professional Writing, editing, and
typesetting services. For details, call Resume
House's 24 hour information line at 904-3716769.
Econolodge University
Graduation Special
$32.00
1-4 persons
(407)273-1500
800-874-1156
E. Colonial & Alafaya

Discount For Students
Cakes for all occasions 380-3356 or
339-5411 . Ask for Charolette
Rons Wedding Photography
Call us at 339-3367.
Ask about your free BX1O
Jim's Auto & Truck Repair . Your place or
mine. Pick-up or delivery. 889-3271

Ladies 1/3k diamond solitaire size 7 $500.
Men's gold wedding band w/5 diamond chips
$100. Call 629-4747.
Color TV 24" Excellent condition
671-7942 after 5 must see.
One way airline ticket to New York on DeFember 12 for $69.00 call 679-9401

EXCELLENT WORD PROCESSING 3660538.

Furniture: Sofa bed $75, Coffee. table $25,
Bookcase $15, Wall unit $15, TV stand $15,
Twin bed w/mattresses $50, Black dresser
$25, Black bookcase $10. 658-8669

WORDMASTERS 277·9600
One mile from UCF campus. .
All student documents and resumes. Same
day service available. IBM/AT~ WORD
PERFECT 5.0 IBM letter quality/Laser
printing.

Like New desk & chair, bedroom lamp, full size
bed, two bar stools & GE mini microwave. All
in excellent condition! Call 679-6454
Moving sale-King size waterbed exc. cond.
$250/0BO, 2 vacs., small desk, & other small
appliances .
Call Rick@884-0438, after 5pm.

Yamaha Car Stereo Pull out less than a year
old $225 823-4604-Dave
Diamond earrings 3/4 ct. TW lcolor
$500 call Jeff for Apt. 830-9106
Plane ticket 1way Ori-Philly Dec. 18 Computer
IBM PC compatible 640K 2 drives. Best offers
Lois @ 365-6350

"'.

Fast* Professional* Accurate

KCO Inc WP & DP $1.25/2.50 678-6735
TYPING/Word Proc. by 15 yr. legal
sect. $1.00/pg. 366-4045
TERM PAPERS - Professionally
wordprocessed by GRB Enterprises'
experienced staff. Student Discount
678-5048

•

Need typing done - Call.Debbie 366-6444 term
paper, thesis, technical
papers, graphics-letter quality

•

Reasonable and fast typing service.
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs.

Call

Professional WP $1 per page-text Student
Documents/Resumes 365-8890
ASC Typing Service Reports, resumes, proposals, etc... Affordable rates. Pickup &delivery . 695-1917
1982 Ford Futura Beyl ps pb ac FM stereo 2nd
owner. 4 good tires.
$1700 or best offer (407)282-9125
80 Honda acc. AJC 1000 firm 273-1021
1985 Chrysler Lazer 5spd mi. 61 xxx good
condition call 246-1386
86 Lancer Turbo: PS,PB,PW,PS,CC, AJC,
JVC w/Eqlzr, 5 spd, fac sun rff, Alm whls.
Prfssnlly maintained, garage kept, good mileage. Excllnt condtn. A steal at $4750. 8235710;366-5271 eves.
80 Datsun 310 JS, AM/FM cassette
runs well $750 OBO
Call Jim 658-4342 after 2:00am

Typing service 896-0044 eve 381-0132
1.25 term papers, knowledge of med. & legal
terminology and Spelling
15.00 Creation and typing of resumes
Ask for Ann Arceneaux
Quit Typing-Call Stress Alleviators
Professionally typed & edited all
written projects(Terms, Resumes, etc ...)
Call Barbara at (407) 351-0065.
Typing/Word process. Reports-Resume
Edi ting/Ltd rewrites-transcriptionaccurate. 295-8457 after 5pr:n.
Complete Typing/WP services fast
· AES 2431 Aloma #226 671-4414

61 VW Bug clean engine, runs good,
leak free, ragtop roof, Kenwood AM!FtS1 cass .
$1200.00 Eric (407)846-3759
Car Locators
We can find any car you want
that will fill your budget
Call now: 679-1655

*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 212 available for immediate occupancy. Call DMV Properties Inc. 657-1967.

85 Toyota Corolla 4dr. Sedan, AM/FM. AC,
low mileage. Excellent condition. $6000 or
best offer. Call 365-4471

Gold rings start at $30 Diamond 10K start at
$40 10+14K rings diamond, Emerald, Ruby,
Sapphire.Pearl, under $300 Call -Jeff 8309106 for apt.

Need roommate M/F, $215 mth. + 1/2 util. Can
see UCF out my UR window! Minimalist,
SPIRITUAL-NOT religious.
,
Pet neg. Avail. Jan. 1 671-3673.
Male roommate wanted
Nonsmoker to share 2 bdrm 1.5 bath
in Research Park. $232 a month,
$200 deposit 381-5427

1981 Dodge Aries good condition must sell
$900 OBO call 249-2748 after 3pm.

RPS needs Pff Package handlers from 26am $7 per hr. Call 297-3715

Lakers/Magic ticket 1/22 658-8669
M Roommate· needed ASAP for 2bdr apt.
$21 Olmo + 1/2util. Close to UCF move in now
or Spring sem. Call 282-2507

80 Plymouth Horiz. cold AC, Perfect body,
runs well. Must sell fast. $800 OBO cash.
823-2350
or 380-2026 X2391

2/1.5 apt available
Quiet area 1/2 miles from campus.
New carpet, 2 patios, $465 rent
$400 deposit 381-5427

Roommate needed. Female preferred but not
necessary. Close to school, quiet, washer and
dryer. Rent$167+1/3 utilities. Call 273-2934
evenings.

CEBA II 3RD FLOOR - START NETWORKING
BEFORE LEAVING SCHOOL!

Ford Pinto 79 excellent shape
PS AM/FM cassette deck new starter
Must sell. Call Brigitte 678-1899

Spacious 2br. townhouse in Fox Hunt.
Fans, W/D, screen porch $475 Call 277-7628

Roommate wanted to share a 2bdrm 2 bth.
apt. in Haystack 5 min. from UCF. $215 per
month+ 1/2 utilities.
228-9002. Leave message.
Students Against Driving Drunk
SADD members would like to wish everyone
a great safe holiday breakl
Remember:
*Find a designated driver
*If your friends are impairedDon't let them drivel
*Use your seat belt
*And above all
DON'T
DRINK
AND
DRIVE
If you plan to celebrate the holiday season
with a drink, do it responsibly. Friends Don't
let Friends drive drunk! Be a friend.
Thank you to all of the people who participated
in our fun-filled activities this semester. National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week
went great. More to ·come in the Spring
semester. If you're intereste'd in joining call us
at 823-5841 or stop by the Wellness Center
and talk to Patty or Chris. We would love to
have you with us.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO PATIY AND
CHRIS.
Happy belated birthday to Tammy.
SADD Christmas party Dec.5 at Chris' -house
S:OOpm B.Y.0.8-Bring your own banana for
mocktail banana daiquiris. Everyone Welcome!

Townhouse for rent walk to UCF
2/2.5 garage washer/dryer 1320 sq. ft. $500/
mo leasing now 249-2246

85 Pontiac Trans Am loaded! Maroon, low
mileage, mint. $6500 OBO 290-3307

'l:J

LOST-SUNGLASSES
Gold W/blue lenses. Registered .
Serial #DHIH7706 Reward 282-8183
Lost: Sapphire Tennis Bracelet.
Low dollar value; highly
sentimental. Reward ! Please respond
at 823-4418
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*Cash on a Shoestring*
Newsletter of low cost ideas for
sparetime cash. Send $1 and
self-addressed stamped envelope:
J. Johnston, 402 Mission Hills
Tampa, FL 33617
LSAT specialist-begin now for DedFeb test
Superior results. Self-paced course.
Payment Plan
Michael Tierney, 897-3300
SPANISH TUTORING CALL ANA 282-9872
AFTER 9PM:ALSO WEEKENDS

lttllaBBllll
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The A.O. would like to thank all fo the UCF
supporters for making this football season a
big success. Let's continue our spirit for UCF
in all sports. Stop by and pickup a play-off shirt
commemorating the 1990 football season. If
you need a Xmas gift idea why not have
something monogrammed by our professional staff? Best wishes for everyone this
holiday season. Stop by and see us before
you leave for the l":olidays. Thanks again for
making our store a big success. Without the
students it would never come·about.

1111!\ll\lllt
Oh, WTod Penberthy,
My passion for you escalates with each passing day until it burns in my soul-an inferno of
savage lustl Surrender to my enslaving passions tonight and you yearnings for pleasure
will be eternally quenched-Your voluptuous
and everlasting love.
Truth is a pathless land. Organized religion
breeds stagnation. You

Hub
Kiss our butts, John.
Don't get arrested during the
break. Merry Christmas.
From your women

ACHey you hot Lambda Chi guy,
With your eyes of blue like th sky.
The moments we have shared so
tenderly,
'Have meant so very much to me.
But these memories in which we
hold,
Will make our future one of gold.
Remember "Unchained Melody" means
· so much,
Because I always
"Hunger for your touch."
Love always,
KC
Roy - Your secret Santa say Hilll
Hope you enjoy this week- You have to wait till
the party to find out who ·I amll Merry Christmas I

Hope
I would really like to spend some time w/you
over Xmas break . Let's just do it!!
Love,
The MT Whoeger Candv wl an attitude.

Dear Snuggle Bunny
Your incentive plan causes my hear to glow
because deep inside you know, forever is as
far as I'll go.
love Snuaole Puepy XOXOXO
1

t

Mary is the victim

,

of·an epidemic...

Bunnie, I read that you broke up wl Brett.
Would you go with me to see the movie "
National Lampoon's Christmas Vacation?" I
just need to get away from this Brett & Barbie
mess we've gotten ourselves into. Meet me@
the Wild Pizza tonight@7pm. I hope you can
make it, Bunnie . I always like you best. Love,
Bobbie.

Nancy,
Congratulations on your graduation. Good
luck on your Algebra final, we know you can do
it! (We know how much you love it!!) May your
path in life be free of loose cobblestones and
always try to stay one step ahead of the
Reaper's Scythe! Good luck, Chuck & Tracy

Barbie, Well, I see we both got the ax. I miss
you, Baby. Let's get away from this Bobbie &
Bunnie mess. Meet me@ the Wild Pizza at
?pm tonight for "Christmas Vacation" l•U.
Brett.

Mr. 'Canes congratulations on your graduation only the best now & in the.future I You are
a great guy & I'm behind you 100% Love
always Boops
P.S. Thanks for all you have donelll

To the brothers, future brothers, alumni,

Me-me! Honey-you're almost there!
Keep up your good work and you'll
be a sister soon! I can't wait! You
are the #1 Little Sister in the whole world and
I Love You! Kris

Friends of the Heart, and anyone who has
vested interest in Sigma Phi Epsilon.
I want to congratulate you on a great
semester. Our chapter has made some remarkable achievements. A great rush, 1st
place in Anchor Splash, and a great Homecoming-are just a fewofthethingswedid right.
Thanks 1990 exec. board. Jeff, Ed, Kart, Kirk,
and Andy, you guys did an excellent job and
you need to feel proud for taking on the responsibility of officers. It has been diffir.ult at
times but you guys are awesome. As always
it has been an honor to serve as your President. I wouldn't trade anything for my Letter or
my Bro's. Thanks Pat Knisel . .·

To my Lil Teddy Bear(AKA Snuggle Puppy) :
Meeting you has made me more happy than I
could ever have hoped to imagine! Mere
words cannot express how I feel about you. I
will Love You Always and Forever, hungering
for your touch, and feeling your kisses. May
you enjoy this first Christmas together (with
many more to come!). I Love You, Snuggle
Bunny

1

MACBETH
AND
TWELFTH
NIGHT

ORLANDO SHAKESPEARE
rESTIVAL

The greatest crippler and killer in the nation·
It's called "drinking and driving."

•

Mary was crippled for life in an auto accident.
The driver of the other car was driving after
"just a few drinks." But they were enough
to cause a mistake in judgemem. . And
now Mary can't walk. She is only
one of over 500,000 people injured
or killed each year in an auto
accident involving drinking drivers.

MARCH 20-APRIL 21,
1991
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30 S. MAGNOLIA, SUITE 250
DOWNTOWN, ORLANDO
REGULAR PRICES; $10, $20, $50
BOX OFFICE; (407) 841-9787
MONDAY-FRIDAY 1-5PM
!SUBSCRIBE TODAYI
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SEE TWO OF
SHAKFBPEARE'S
BEST LOVED
· PLAYS!

STUDENT DISCOUNT
$2 OFF TICKET SUBSCRIPTIONS
PURCHASED AT THE OSF BOX OFFICE
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Don't drink and drive.
The next Mary could be you.
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everyday.

MONDAY. FREE DRAFT AT 8 FOR 1HOUR OR UNTIL THE KEG RUNS DRYI THE HOTTEST LINGERIE
SHOW FROM 7pm-9pm. FOLLOWED BY YOUR FAVORITE NFL TEAMS ON OUR 10' SCREEN. PLAY BEAT
THE CLOCK STARTING AT 9pm WITH 50¢ BUD DRAFT & $1.25 BUD LONGNECKS. PRICES RAISE 25¢
EVERY HOUR UNTIL MIDNIGHT.
50¢ HOT DOGS ALL NIGHT
TUESDAY· COLLEGE NIGHT-$4.00 COVER-FREE DRAFT &$3.00 PITCHERS FROM 9pm TO 12am. TOP 40
DANCE MUSIC. GET YOUR TEAMS TOGETHER FOR BLIND DRAW DART AND POOL TOURNAMENTS.
GALS-ENTER OUR WET T-SHIRTS $100 PRIZE. WIN LOTS OF PRIZES.
WEDNESDAY· PHILLY JOE'~f PRESENTS PARADOX· $5.00 COVER, $3.00 AFTER 2:00am. FREE.SEER
FROM 9pm TO 12am. PARTY TILL DAWN WITH HIGH ENERGY HOUSE MUSIC
·1'HURSDAY- LADIES NIGHT ALL·U-CAN DRINK- FREE DRAFT FOR LADIES 9pm-12pm (GUYS $6.00)
.
BEST LEGS/MINI SKIRT CONTEST, $50 DOLLAR PRIZE.

FRIDAY- MALE REUE 8-11pm, FREE DRINKS FOR LADIES W/ $5.00 COVER!
PARTY WITH LIVE ROCK N' ROLL BANDS
. SATURDAY $2.50 FROZEN DRINKS/$1.50 COCKTAILS. $1.25 LONGNECKS, $1.50 WINE COOLERS, $1.50 MICHELOB BOTILES, $2.00 IMPORTS, $1.00 GLASS HOUSE
WINE. NCAA FOOTBALL- WEAR YOUR FAVORITE COLLEGE SHIRT- GET 50¢ HOT
DOGS AND $3.00 PITCHERS. UCF PREGAME 2 FOR 1 DRAFT FROM 1-7pm. LIVE
CLASSIC ROCK N' ROLL AT NIGHT WITH $1.50 COCKTAILS/$1.50 BUD LONGECKS.
SUNDAY-NFL FOOTBALL, FROM 1pm TILL THE FINAL WHISTLE BLOWS. BEER/DRINK
SPECIALS ALL DAY & ALL NIGHT. 50¢ BUD DRAFT, 50¢ HOT DOGS.
SUNDAY NIGHT $3.00 ALL·U·CAN DRINK BUD DRAFT9·MIDNIGHT.
DANCE WITH D.J. ADAM DAZE. 10-3am
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NEXT TO GOODINGS IN THE
UNI-GOLD SHOPPING CENTER ON UNIVERSITY.
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I $19.95 PERM OR : $6.95 HAIRCUT I
I BODY WAVE
(REGULAR$7.95)
I
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NO APPOINTMENT

(Rl!GULAA $24.95-$29.95)
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IMS SUBJECT TO AVAILABIL": I

make cuts

NECESSARY
ALL HAIR LENGHTS.

GOOD THROUGH DEC.23, 1990
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An hon est ha i r c u t at an ho .1 e st pr i c e"

like these
everyday.
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A Franco Grilla field goal
with seven seconds left in the
PLAYOFFS
half cut the lead to 28-24.
FROM PAGE 1
· After halftime, the Knights
forced William & Mary to punt
"You've got 16 teams in the on its first two possessions of
playoffs, which means 15 the ·second half. The Knights
teams will end their year on a scored 28 points in the second
losing note, which is too bad," half and held the Tribe to 10.
Robert Green, the Tribe's
William & Mary Head Coach
leading rusher, ran for 124
Jimmy Laycock said.
The scoring came fast and yards on 20 carries and was
furious as the the Knights never stopped for a loss. He
scored on their first three pos- scored William & Mary's last
sessions and the Tribe scored touchdown late in the game.
Fullback Perry Balasis
on five of their six possessions.
After an interception of Ron helped UCF's productivity on
Johnson by Palmer Scaritt, the ground in the second half.
Wil1iam & Mary drove 49 He scored twice and ran 51 of
yards for a touchdown. The hiS 67 yards in that half.
"fullbacks don't get the ball
two-point conversion gave the
Tribe their first lead of the that much, so you've got to
make the best of it," Balasis
game, 28-21.

·said.
Mark Giacone and Willie
· English also bulled their way
over the goal line for the other
two scores. Giacone (110
yards) ran for more than 90
yards in the second half.
"I don't think we played as
well as I hoped we would on
defense," Laycock said. "We
never really showed we could
stop them."
UCF advances to the semifinals against Georgia Southern
in Statesboro, Ga. The Eagles,
who defeated Idaho 28-27,
downed UCF earlier in the
season, 38-1 7.
"We've got a little more incentive this game," Balasis
said. ''They embarrassed us in
front of our home fans. We
expect to do the same to.them."

"We're definitely looking for
a little bit of revenge against
Georgia Southern," Spitulski
said.
The Eagles have won their
last three games by wide margins.
In the last game between
UCF and Georgia Southern,
the Knights used three quarterbacks, threw four interceptions and gained only 174
yards through the air.

Sean Beckton holds on during a tackle after one of his six receptions against the Tribe. Beckton scor€d 2 touchdowns.

SEX, DRUGS, N ROCK-N-ROLL
AND A GENERATIONS SEARCH
A CANDLE IN THE RAIN by ANDY RAY.CAMPANARO, M.A. UCF, 1989

'Now Buying Back
Used Text Books

/
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.. .is two men and a woman finding themselves in the wild streets
of the late 1960's. Based in Daytona, Atlanta and Tallahassee,
this work was created within UCFs writers workshop. Called
"bizzare and strange," it's available now at the University
Bookstore.
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SENTINEL STAR!
DAILY LUNCH SPECIALS
OPEN 6:30 am-3:30 pm MON-SAT
6:30 am-8 pm FRI-SAT
658-0962

11654 EAST COLONIA_
L DRIVE, Ot:ILANDO
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lina and DePaul.
UCF also plays in the Tangerine
Tournament on Jan. · 4-5 at Rollins
College. After the tournament, the
Running Knights will begin play
. against American South Conference
opponents.
The UCF women's basketball team
lost to the University of Florida on
Wednesday, 86~67, in Gainsville. Yolanda Rhodes led UCF with 27 points _
against the Lady Gators.
The Lady Knights will play home
games Dec. 5 against Florida A&M and
Dec. 1 7 against Brooklyn College.
They will then host the UCF ;Holiday
Classic Jan. 2-4 in the UCF gymnasium. The other teams scheduled to
compete are Liberty, NE Illinois,
McNeese State, South Florida, Fairfield, Marshall and Boston.
The Lady Knights lost to NE Louisiana last year in the championship
game after winning their first two
games.

8-BALL
FROM PAGE 20

the game with a 14-9 run early in the
second half, advancing the score to 574 7. Charleston came no closer to UCF
than seven points the rest of the game.
UCF shot 43. 7 percent from the
field, but Charleston was even less
accurate with 36.5 percent.
The Running Knights also had a 5143 rebounding edge.
Basketball Notes: The Knights
return home to play Mercer at 7:30 p.m.
today at the UCF gymnasium.
The only other home game during
December will be against the University of North Carolina-Asheville on
Dec.18.
UCF will play in the Red Lobster
Classic on Dec. 29-30 at the Orlando
Arena. The other teams playing in the
tournament are Stanford, North Caro-
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Each time: you pun:hast' an~·
Sandwich, Hero or S:il;id
at Louie's Deli, we will
punch the olive 10 credit
your pun:hase.
On your 4th run.: h:i~e ~Oll
will receive a large coke FUEE.
Yo ur 7th S~nU\\ich or Salad
is FRH.. (Ur 10 $4.50 Value) ·

and

Buy your ArtCarved 14K or 18K gold ring now
receive the perfect
holiday gift, a free pendant worth $150. The pendant is crafted of
IOK gold with an 18-inch chain. Act now and receive the free pendant
or discount of up to $100 on your college ring purchase. It's your choice.
Receive your pendant before the holidays if you wish.

(Not valid with any other discount or coupon)
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It took Galileo 16 years to master the universe.

· You have one night.
It seems unfair. The genius had all that time. While you have a few

short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites before the
dreaded astronomy exam.
On the other hand, Vivarin gives you the definite advantage. It helps
keep you awake and mentally alert for hours. Safely and conveniently. So
even when the subject matter's dull, your mind will stay razor sharp.
If Galileo had used Vivarin, maybe he could have mastered the solar
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Defensive backs' speed slows Tribe
by Glenn Carrasquillo
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

According to William & Mary quarterback Chris Hakel, the key to UCF's
52-38 victory was the speed of its cornerbacks.
"Their speed caused us to make
quick decisions on our passes, and
that's where we ran into some problems," Hakel said.
In disrupting the William & Mary
air assault, the Knights were able to
hold the most potent offense in NCAA
Division I-AA to 10 points in the second
half.
The Tribe came into the game
averaging 35.8 points per contest.
"We started out in a zone pass coverage and they· picked us apart," defensive backs Coach Randy Romero said.
"We got out of that real quick."
The Knights went into different pass
defenses that utilized man-to-man
coverages and stalled the Tribe ...
UCF comerbacks Ray Irvin and
Jimmie Roberts led the Knights with
Charles Morrow/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
two pass breakups each. They contributed four and five tackles, respectively. UCF safety Eric Buckley (11) wraps Alan Willia.ms. The Knights' secondary broke
From William & Mary's first half up 8 passes in UC F's 52-38 victory over the Tribe.
statistics, it appeared that UCF's de'We almost had a couple of intercep- Romero moving to the sidelines from
fensive backs would be an~hing but
effective. Hakel completed 9-of-1 7 tions, but I was happy to bat some ofhis the coach's box for the second half.
"Coach Romero explained it to us
passes for 182 yards and two touch- [Rakel's] passes away," IrVin said.
"Hakel was very accurate. If his re- like we were in practice," Roberts said.
downs.
But second half adjustments cut the ceiver couldn't catch the ball he made ''We were confused with all the emoyards allowed in half. Hakel completed sure that the defender couldn't either." tion. With him on the sideline, he could
One of the big · adjustments was tell us what we were doing wrong and
just 5-of-13 passes for 9t yards.

what we were doing right. That was the
•
big difference."
Perhaps the most exciting pass defense came in the second quarter with
the Knights ahead 21-14. Jimmie
Roberts had to catch up with a Tribe
receiver .in the end zone and knock
away a pass that came close to being a
touchdown.
"Roberts made a great play to adjust
and break up that pass," UCF Coach
Gene McDowell said. ''They had to
settle for a field goal after that." ·
'We were in a two deep zone at that
time, so I had to adjust to get back and
I was able to tip the pass away,"
Roberts said.
The UCF defense turned the pressure up in the second half.
To go along with tough pass coverage, the Knights managed to increase
the intensjty on the pass rush. Hakel
was sacked three times in the game. He
had only been sacked once this season
before that game.
"He [Hakel] got pounded," McDowell
said. 'We wore him down."
The Knights will look to a different
defensive scheme as they will face a
powerful running attack in Georgia •
Southern next week.
"I'm not sure of what we will change,
but it has to be different than the last ~
time we faced them," Roberts said.
The Georgia Southern Eagles
passed for 85 yards and ran for 411
yards in their 38-17 victory over the
<Knights on Oct. 20.

Running game kicks
into gear· in 2nd half,
propels UCF to victory
by Jamie Johnson

run, you ope.n up the pass."
Although Giacone has led the way
this season with 1,226 yards and 12
The UCF running attack ignited in touchdowns, he is accompanied by felthe second half of its quarterfinal play- low running backs Perry Balasis and
off game against William & Mary to Willie English.
pull out the 52-38 victory.
"My No. 1 job is to block," Balasis
Although the Knights have "-long said. ''We've got a whole stable full of
been known as a passing team, the run backs. We [Giacone and Balasis] don't
has emerged this season as UCF's mind when they come in for us because
Michael Pohl/CENTRAL FLOR IDA FUTU RE
prime offensive weapon.
they're fresh and they're just as good as
The Tribe shut down UC F's running ' we are. Whenever I do get the ball, I JUST OUT OF REACH
game in the first half, but could not do just try to take advantage of it."
so the entire.game.
Balasis took full advantage of it A Maryland rugby player dives for the ball during Saturday's game against UCF.
Both teams came out throwing a lot Saturday. He scored twice in the fourth The Knights lost the game, 7-6, in the finals of the Eastern Rugby Territory. · ·
in the first half. But UCF, unable to quarter, including a 28-yard run. He
establish its rushing game, fell behind, ended with 69 yards on 13 carries.
~
English, a sophomore, has rushed
28-24.
After halftime, the Knights seemed for 770 yards. He added his 13th touchdetermined to run. UCF went on to down run of the year in the third quarstampede the Tribe's defense and fin- ter, giving UCF a 31-28 lead.
ished with 278 yards on the ground.
UCF ·has rushed for nearly 3,000
"We set out in the second half to run yards this season, with an average of . _by Heidi Steiner
·
Each of these members use to play '
and we just did it," senior tailback 224 yards per game and 4.8 yards per CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
athletics, but they all got injuries that
Mark Giacone said. "We played with a
prevented them from playing again.
lot of heart, and when you open up the
see KNIGHTS page 13
''We like college football and want to
Former Pittsburgh Steeler running
back Franco Harris had his following- . support it," Gurbacki said. ''We started
Franco's Italian Army-and now Mark the Gumbas· at the beginning of the
Giacone, UCF's senior running back, , year, although we've talked about [it]
has his own special cheering crowd.
for a long time."
•
The Knights' handicapped fans, loGiacone noticed the Gumbas in an _
cated on the east side of the Citrus early-season game.
season.
Staff Report
Bowl, call themselves Giacone's Gum- - "I looked over at the handicapped "'
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Ken Leeks, Anthony Haynes and bas. A banner ·with that inscription section and noticed their banner, so I
Sinua Phillips led UCF with 20 points decorates the handicapped section.
walked over and said hello and told
The UCF men's basketball team de- each. Leeks also had 10 rebounds.
''We followed him last year and liked them I liked their sign," Giacone said. .
feated Charleston Southern, 89-76,
UCF led at halftime, 39-36, despite his style /of running straight ahead,"
The Gumbas said they write Gi- "'
Saturday night at the CSU Fieldhouse. having Leeks on the bench the last 11 said Bob Gurbacki, organizer of the acone letters and wish him luck before
The victory keeps the Running minutes of the half because he .was in Gumbas. ''We compare him to [former each game.
Knights undefeated (3-0) and extends foul trouble.
Miami Dolphin] Larry Csonka and call . ''They told me they loved my deter- •
The 3-point shooting of Phillips (5- him our little Csonka."
their winning streak to five games,
mination and said I inspire them,"·
dating back to the final two games of for-7) and Haynes (4-for-4) compleThe Gumbas got their name from Giacone said. ''Well, they inspire me."
mented the inside play of Leeks and the Italian word "cumpari" which literlast season.
Giacone did not let his fans down. He
The last time the Running Knights Denny Hinson, who added 13 points.
ally me·a ns godfather. Gumba is slang rushed for 16 yards in the first half•
The Running Knights took control of for buddy or pal. The other gumbas are against William & Mary but came back
began the season winning their first
three games was in 1981-82 when they
Jerry Stiggins, Phil Errion and Doug with 94 yards to finish with 110 yards.
see 8 -BALL page 19 Lyons.
won their first five games to start the
•
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G iacone's 'Gumba~' ·i·n spire
h·i m to suc~ess for Knights

Running Knights wi.n , 89· 76,
to remain undefeated (3·0)
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